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Mother and daughter
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linton residents Angela Christina Lainez-Flores and her
daughter Karen Mejia filed
fraudulent federal tax returns for refunds totaling $1.4 million from tax
years 2006 through 2012, IRS special
agent Bennett Strickland stated May
30 at a probable cause hearing in a Raleigh federal courtroom.
Lainez-Flores and Mejia had been
charged with conspiracy to defraud the
federal government by filing fraudulent income tax returns. The scheme
involved fabricated identities, phony
W-2 earnings statements, and the listing of dependents who do not exist. If
convicted of all charges, the maximum
penalty would be imprisonment for 10
years. Each woman waived her right to
a detention hearing and will remain in
custody until trial.
This type of crime often is re-

A federal official escorts Karen Mejia into the federal courthouse building in Raleigh
for her initial appearance May 16. (CJ photo by Don Carrington)

ferred to as Stolen Identity Refund
Fraud, or SIRF, and the IRS has described it as the No. 1 tax fraud scheme
for 2013. It affects an untold number of
innocent taxpayers, costing the federal
government billions. It relies on two
weaknesses in the operations of the Internal Revenue Service: its desire to get
returns to taxpayers quickly, and a timing gap in how it deals with employees
and employers.

Over the past several months,
Carolina Journal has reported of a SIRF
scheme involving five Hondurans
who tried to cash fraudulent refund
checks in Sampson County, and separate schemes in which fraudsters used
mailboxes on a street in Durham to collect illegitimate tax refund checks.
The arrests of Lainez-Flores and
Mejia followed an IRS undercover operation conducted with the assistance

of an unnamed cooperating witness
who is a cooperating defendant in another matter. The cooperating witness
prepared the fraudulent tax returns
with information provided by the defendants.
A criminal complaint filed in federal court stated that seven fraudulent
returns claiming a total of $60,784 in
refunds, signed by Lainez-Flores or
Mejia, were prepared for tax year 2012.
The complaint stated that Mejia
and Lainez-Flores, with the help of a
tax preparer, conspired to file numerous false tax returns as far back as
2009. They obtained identification documents of people who do not reside in
the United States and used those IDs to
make fraudulent applications for Individual Tax Identification Numbers.
They generated fake W-2 earnings statements from companies that
did not employ them. On the returns,
they included exemptions for multiple
dependents who didn’t exist. One return filed in 2010 under the name Jose
Garcia claimed 11 dependents.
They requested that the year 2012
returns be mailed to a post office box in
Clinton. They had been paying the tax
preparer $100 for each false form, but
Continued as “IRS,” Page 14

Hager: Speaker Vacuum Affecting Legislation
Bill to wean energy
firms of millions
in tax dollars affected

By Dan Way
Associate Editor
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nternal Republican Party politics
ignited by House Speaker Thom
Tillis’ pending departure and a
philosophical battle between moderates and conservatives helped torpedo
a bill weaning renewable energy companies from millions of dollars of taxpayer subsidies, said state Rep. Mike
Hager, R-Rutherford.
“I think with our speaker leav-

ing, that part is on everybody’s mind,”
Hager said. “Who the next speaker is
going to be is probably woven into
any controversial issue we’re dealing
with.”
Tillis has announced he will not
seek re-election, and Rep. Ruth Samuelson, R-Mecklenburg, already has an-

nounced her intention to run for the
speaker’s post.
Hager noted that Samuelson and
Rep. Charles Jeter, R-Mecklenburg,
joined a moderate GOP coalition to
stop House Bill 298.
Hager said he was surprised to
see how deeply entrenched “green”
corporate welfare has become in North
Carolina, which also played a role in
his failed attempt to usher H.B. 298, the
Affordable and Reliable Energy Act,
through the committee process.
But he believes the attention the
disputed bill received raised awareness among GOP colleagues that there
is no end in sight to the expensive, taxfueled subsidies allowing a handful of
Continued as “Legislator,” Page 15
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Telemedicine Touted as Efficient Delivery Method
By Dan Way
Associate Editor

N
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orth Carolina’s mental health system is “very fragile,” straining beneath the weight of psychiatrist
shortages, emergency rooms overflowing with the
mentally ill, and a Medicaid program whose structure too
often fails to aid residents with behavioral disorders and
mental illess in a timely, cost-efficient, and appropriate
manner.
State Health and Human Services Secretary Aldona
Wos issued that sobering assessment at a May town hall
session in Greensboro to familiarize medical providers with
the Partnership for a Healthy North Carolina. That is the
new program the McCrory
administration has created to
replace the bulk of the state’s
present Medicaid delivery
network.
Even before that program goes into effect, a measure before the General Assembly would expand access
to the state’s best mental
health professionals. House
Bill 580, which was in that
chamber’s
Appropriations
Committee at press time,
would create a statewide telemedicine network to aid physicians assisting psychiatric patients at emergency rooms or
in jails.
“Right now in North Carolina there are emergency
rooms that literally have all 15 or 12 of their acute care beds
filled with behavior disorderly patients, with a police officer
or a sheriff right next to them for not a few hours but days,
literally days in the emergency room … where the staff is assaulted, when we’re trying to protect the staff, and trying to
care for the patient, and trying to figure out where to move
the patients to,” Wos said.
“And there is no place to move them to. There are
such enormous issues we have right now with this situation. We’re trying to figure out how can we have community
behavioral health expanded in our communities” to attack
that dilemma, Wos said.
“From the perspective of the provider community …
there are great hurdles for you” created by the state government, Wos said.
The system is unsustainable in part because it compartmentalizes Medicaid patients’ needs under several
caregivers rather than consolidating them under one care
manager for coordination of all physical, dental, and mental
health services as Partnership for a Healthy North Carolina
would do, she said.
“If you are seeking medical care, and if you also have
to seek any form of mental health care or substance abuse
[treatment], you have several hurdles,” Wos said. “It’s a
pretty complicated system for the people who need the
care.”
The Department of Health and Human Services operates its own facilities and psychiatric hospitals, but they are
short-staffed.
“I have a 20 percent vacancy rate for doctors, and an 18
percent vacancy rate for nurses,” Wos said.
“I can tell you in reference to psychiatrists, for the
state, we are desperately in need,” she said. “Our mental
health care system right now in North Carolina is very fragile.”
Efforts are under way “to figure out how to pump out
more psychiatry residents,” she said. “The training is years,
but it has to start some place.”
In the interim, officials are looking at ways to incentivize doctors to resettle “in our vulnerable zones,” and especially to lure psychiatrists to locate in eastern and western
North Carolina, which are “very vulnerable,” Wos said.

Her department is hoping to reduce some of the burden by launching a statewide telepsychiatry program based
on the successful model created in 1992 by East Carolina
University and now serving 13 counties of eastern North
Carolina.
Officials at emergency rooms or jails would be able to
connect with psychiatric professionals in real time via twoway video for assessments and care instructions. Such a system could reduce the time it takes for a patient to receive
care, and free up emergency room and psychiatric hospital
beds much faster, reducing costs.
Sy Atezaz Saeed, John Diamond, and Richard Bloch,
professors in the Department of Psychiatric Medicine of the
Brody School of Medicine at ECU, long have recommended
the expansion of the telemedicine project around the state.
“Telepsychiatric
services are comparable to those
delivered face-to-face, and
there are no data to suggest
that these services are harmful to psychiatric patients,
whether they are children
or adults,” they wrote in the
June 2011 edition of the North
Carolina Medical Journal.
Telepsychiatry services
“are acceptable and, sometimes, even preferable to individuals in both outpatient and
facility-based settings. Telepsychiatry appears to be a viable
option for providing psychiatric care to groups that are currently underserved,” they wrote.
H.B. 580 would allocate $2 million in 2013-14 and 201415 to establish and administer a statewide telepsychiatry
program, purchase the necessary equipment, and contract
with an outside vendor for management.
The program would be modeled after one managed
by the Albemarle Hospital Foundation, which partners with
ECU’s medical school and other organizations.
“Institutional care is our highest cost,” said Medicaid
Director Carol Steckel. Often, in the absence of a psychiatrist’s consultation, “the default crisis decision” is not the
least expensive or best option. The telepsychiatry program
should curtail that problem.
Steckel said Medicaid and the Community Mental
Health division would work together to prepare a new
model of mental health and substance abuse services under
Partnership for a Healthy North Carolina.
The new program’s “continuum of care in co-locating
behavioral health and physical health together” will allow
county mental health programs to tap into Medicaid to receive more money than they do now, even if it’s not a full
Medicaid benefit.
The care continuum would help defuse the cycle of patients receiving county services, going to jail, being released,
and receiving county services again, Steckel said.
“If we can create a system that’s more efficient, then
the dollars that the counties, and the LMEs [local management entities], and the state is spending that is not Medicaid [money] can go further and provide more services,” she
said.
During the Greensboro town hall meeting, one man
who identified himself only as a provider of Medicaid and
Medicare services for dual-eligible patients said providers
are skeptical about the new system.
“Based on our experience as Medicaid providers, we
have seen this state destroy — and I don’t mean mess up —
destroy a functioning mental health system, and watched
people die, commit suicide in the emergency room, die at
home, die in their apartment,” he said.
“That is a very negative experience,” he said. “We
have seen people die as a result of state intervention. So I
will tell you bad things happen. Very bad things.”
CJ
“It is a nightmare,” Wos agreed.
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House, Senate Republicans Launch Competing Tax Reform Plans

By Barry Smith
Associate Editor

R
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epublican leaders in the General
Assembly’s two chambers have
introduced competing plans to
modify the state’s decades-old tax system, one that’s been called antiquated
because it’s based on a dwindling
manufacturing economy.
“Our current tax code was written in the 1930s,” Senate President Pro
tem Phil Berger, R-Rockingham, said
in early May when the Senate GOP
plan was announced. “The world
has changed dramatically since then.
But our tax code remains stuck in the
1930s.”
The two have a number of similarities. Both the House and the Senate
plans would lower tax rates for individual and corporate income taxes.
Both would establish a flat tax rate
for personal income taxes. Both boast
an overall tax cut in terms of revenues
flowing into state coffers.
Both eliminate the estate tax, often dubbed the “death tax.” And both
would broaden the state sales tax,
while lowering the sales tax rate.
The Senate plan would make
broader changes in the tax code,
spreading the sales tax over more services. It would get rid of most deductions, including the home mortgage
deduction.
The House plan would spread the
sales tax to cover a handful of services,
such as repair, maintenance, cleaning
and installation services, along with
service contracts. The expanded tax
would apply only to service providers
that now charge sales tax on merchandise, such as hairdressers who sell hair
care products. It would keep most deductions in place, including the mort-

gage interest deduction, while eliminating the personal exemption.
Democratic leaders found fault
with what they called its lack of progressivity. “The most regressive part
of it is the repeal of the estate tax,”
said Rep. Paul Luebke, D-Durham,
who serves as a vice chairman of the
House Finance Committee. “This is
outrageously regressive in terms of its
impact of availability for public education.”
Luebke also
opposed dropping
marginal tax rates.
In the House plan,
the top rate of 7.75
percent would fall
to a flat rate of 5.9
percent.
That
top
marginal
rate
brought in more
than $100 million
a year, he said.
“Well, $100 million is more than a 1
percent raise for public school teachers,” Luebke said.
Sen. Martin Nesbitt, D-Buncombe, the minority leader in that
chamber, repeatedly criticized the Senate tax plan during recent debate of
the budget on the Senate floor. He said
that the lost revenues factored into the
budget could have paid for needed services.
Nesbitt also said the plan appears
to give “tremendous tax breaks to the
wealthy, and you recoup the money
through taxing necessities for working
families and the poor.”
He noted that food would be
taxed at the full rate, as would prescription medicines. Nonprofit organizations, which Nesbitt said help working families and the poor, no longer

would get sales tax rebates.
The state’s Realtors have been
critical of the Senate plan because it
eliminates the mortgage interest deduction. They have launched advertising campaigns opposing that provision.
Republican Gov. Pat McCrory,
who has called for tax reform, had a
positive response to the House GOP
plan.
“I am encouraged by the
bill details I have
seen in the House
plan on reforming
North Carolina’s
tax code,” McCrory said in a statement. “The House
plan
combined
with other proposals provides several options that
will allow us to develop competitive tax reform which is
fair to North Carolina families, attracts
job creators, and provides certainty
that will encourage home-grown businesses to expand.”
John Hood, president of the John
Locke Foundation, said now that both
chambers have a plan on the table, it’s
time to negotiate a compromise.
“The two sides really aren’t that
far apart philosophically,” Hood said.
“They differ on practical considerations. For taxpayers, the only truly
impractical outcome here would be for
legislators not to come to agreement.”
Hood notes that the House plan
would save taxpayers about $485 million by 2015-16, while the Senate proposal likely would net savings to taxpayers of about $1 billion over three
years.

Both plans
would eliminate
the ‘death tax’
and lower
the sales tax rate

Keep Up With the
General Assembly
Be sure to visit CarolinaJournal.com
often for the latest on what’s going on during the historic 2013 session of the General Assembly. CJ writers are posting several news stories daily. And for real-time
coverage of breaking events, be sure to
follow us on Twitter:
CAROLINA JOURNAL: http://www.twitter.com/CarolinaJournal
JOHN LOCKE FOUNDATION: http://www.twitter.com/JohnLockeNC

House plan
The House plan would establish
a single 5.9 percent rate for personal income tax. Currently, the tax rate jumps
from 6 percent to 7.75 percent, depending on income.
The corporate income tax rate
would be reduced from 6.9 percent to
6.75 percent.
The combined state and local
sales tax rate would be reduced from
6.75 percent to 6.65 percent, with the
reduction coming at the local level.
The House bill would repeal
gross receipts franchise taxes on electricity and repeal excise taxes on piped
natural gas in favor of making them
subject to the full state and local sales
tax rate.
Similarly, gross receipts taxes on
live entertainment and movies would
be repealed, with sales taxes being imposed on those entertainment events.
The bill would repeal the Energy
Star sales tax holiday.
Personal exemptions would be
eliminated on the personal income

tax. However, the standard deduction
would be increased. For married copuples filing jointly, the standard deduction would go from $6,000 to $12,000.
The head of household standard deduction would increase from $4,400
to $9,600. The standard deduction for
single and married, filing separately,
filers would go from $3,000 to $6,000.

Senate plan
Senate GOP leaders said that
their plan would reduce taxes by $1
billion over three years. They called it
the largest tax cut in the state’s history.
Berger said it would do away
with carve-outs that benefit special interests.
“The current system is riddled
with special interest exemptions and
loopholes that give tax breaks to a
favored few while regular folks pay
more,” Berger said. “In other words,
it’s not fair. It’s not fair to the people of
this state, and it’s not fair to the state as
a whole.”
Berger brought up mortgage
interest in a video promoting the tax
plan. “You keep your federal tax deductions for things like home mortgages and child tax credits,” he said in
the video.
The GOP leaders’ Web page for
the plan, nctaxcut.com, provides a
video by Berger, a tax calculator, and
tidbits about the plan. But it offers few
plan details.
Sen. Bob Rucho, R-Mecklenburg,
said the proposal could bring in revenue from people who don’t pay taxes,
or what he called an “underground
economy.”
“There is a significant part of
our economy that is the underground
economy and people that choose not
to pay taxes,” Rucho said. “Everybody
should pay something.”
GOP leaders said they would
accommodate the $1 billion tax cut
over three years by holding spending
increases to around 3 percent. They
said that anticipated revenue growth
would have been around 4.5 percent.
Berger said the proposal, while
broadening the sales tax to include
services, would reduce the combined
state and local sales tax rate from 6.75
percent to 6.5 percent.
The personal income tax would
go to a flat rate. The current top rate is
7.75 percent. It would decrease to 5.5
percent in the first year, 5 percent in
the second year, and 4.5 percent in the
third year, Berger said.
The plan also would create a zero
tax bracket. In 2014, the first $10,000 of
income would be taxed at 0 percent.
The first $12,500 of income would be
taxed at 0 percent in 2015 and 2016.
The first $15,000 of income would be
taxed at 0 percent in 2017.
The corporate income tax rate
would drop from 6.9 percent to
CJ
6 percent over three years.
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State Briefs

Pension investments
The Senate by a 49-1 margin in
early May approved a bill requested by Democratic state Treasurer
Janet Cowell that would expand
the treasurers’ ability to invest state
pension funds in nontraditional vehicles such as real estate and hedge
funds.
A treasurer’s office memo said
that under the current stipulations,
it is difficult to obtain a 7.25 percent
rate of return.
“The idea behind it is really
mitigating risk,” said Julia Vail, a
spokeswoman for Cowell. “This
greater flexibility would also help
mitigate risk by reducing exposure
to public equity [stocks] and therefore lessening the impact of large
equity market declines.”
More than 875,000 public
employees in North Carolina are
covered under various retirement
systems administered by the treasurer’s office, according to the state
treasurer’s website.
Senate Bill 558 affects five categories that currently have strict
limits on the percentage of money
in the state’s retirement plans that
can be included in those types of
investments.
If the bill becomes law, each of
those caps would be increased to 15
percent. However, the total percentage of such alternative investments
could be no greater than 40 percent
of the overall portfolio.

Campaign reports
A bill that supporters say
would require more timely reporting by independent groups engaging in political campaigns in North
Carolina passed the House by an
overwhelming margin. The bill
passed the House, 97-16, and has
moved to the Senate. At press time,
House Bill 918 was in the Senate
Rules Committee.
The measure would require
many electioneering expenditures
by groups not affiliated with a candidate to report the spending, often
within 48 hours.
Some House members expressed concerns that the bill could
result in huge databases being required because a provision would
require the organizations to report
the names and addresses of all entities that donate more than $100 to
the group.
Rep. Deborah Ross, D-Wake,
said the bill actually would require
fewer companies to report than before because the reporting threshold has been increased.
Currently, groups that spend
more than $100 are required to report. The legislation would increase
CJ
that threshold to $1,000.
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Hospital Streamlining Bill to Get Study Panel
By Dan Way
Associate Editor

B

RALEIGH

laming an onslaught of lobbying by hospitals, Rep.
Marilyn Avila, R-Wake, scaled back a bill that would
have allowed an expanded presence of physicianowned ambulatory surgery centers in North Carolina.
House Bill 177 passed that chamber by a 112-2 margin and
was in the Senate Rules Committee at press time.
“Every good legislator knows when to roll up their
tent and go home, and understand when they are going to
lose,” Avila said after the House Health and Human Services Committee approved the study committee proposal.
“When I have legislators who’ve been strong-armed
by their local hospitals, which the hospital association has
sicced them on every one of the legislators that it applies to,
you’re just not going to have the votes,” Avila said.

Relaxed CON regs
H.B. 177 initially would have relaxed state certificateof-need regulations to allow
private surgeons and physicians to establish low-cost, single-specialty, ambulatory surgery centers. If the current bill
passes the Senate, a legislative
study committee would draft
fresh legislation for next year’s
short session.
Proponents say those new
clinics would reduce costs to
consumers and lower state payments for Medicaid recipients
and state employees on the
state insurance plan.
Under state certificate-ofneed law, hospitals have established clinic monopolies. They
receive higher Medicaid and
Medicare reimbursement than
physicians. That higher rate is received whether hospitals
perform surgeries in a hospital or at one of their satellite
clinics. Under Avila’s original bill, hospitals would not have
been able to charge that higher reimbursement rate at offcampus clinics.

Laborious process
Getting certificates of need are a laborious, expensive,
and time-consuming process, Avila said. Changing the system to allow doctors and surgeons to compete with hospitals proved equally onerous, she added.
“What we’re going to have to do is educate. It’s a very
convoluted, complicated system,” Avila said.
“Probably the most frustrating thing about this particular issue is CON is a hard issue for people to understand.
There were quite a few new legislators who never had to
deal with the issue, so it meant for a lot of time educating
them,” said Cathy Wright, a lobbyist for the North Carolina
Orthopaedic Association.
“CON is a confusing issue. That being said, a lot of
them in the beginning said to me they were in support of
free-market health care, they were in support of decreasing
regulation, they were in support of decreasing costs for the
patients,” Wright said.
“But many of them heard from their hospitals back
home about how bad this would be for them,” she said. “We
got a lot of pushback.”
Wright disputes the hospitals’ contention of harmful
effects. The original bill would have excluded competition
only in areas where smaller hospitals with thin financial
margins operate, she said.
“It would have taken effect in areas where hospitals
have a greater market share and probably could have with-

stood some greater competition,” Wright said.
The North Carolina Hospital Association did not respond to requests for comment.
Avila’s bill resulted indirectly from a House Select
Committee on Certificate of Need Process and Related Hospital Issues that conducted hearings on the complex CON
system last year. But she rejected the notion that her bill
would plow through the same ground as the previous study.
When the last study committee issued its recommendations, it had little impact on hospitals, she said.

Forcing hospital openness
Some of the language put into that committee’s final
study report “was to force [hospitals] to come to the table
and talk,” Avila said. In the past, hospitals used their combined clout to go behind closed doors with legislative leaders and push to include or delete items from proposed legislation, she said.
“And basically that was my challenge when I asked
the committee to support the bill that came out of the CON
[committee]” that more directly
affected hospitals, Avila said.
“If they don’t have to defend themselves or feel threatened, they’re not going to talk
about it. They’re not going to
raise the issue on their own.
That’s why my motivation as
much as anything else was to
get the kind of conversation we
got,” Avila said.
The hospital lobby “raised
some valid arguments” about
how the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act, or Obamacare, will affect hospitals starting in 2014, Avila said.
“They’re using ‘oh, this
poor-me mouthing’ as much
as possible to get pity and keep
us away as much as possible from changing anything that
applies to them, whether it’s opening up the CON competition with ambulatory surgery centers, or assessments, or
anything we’ve got the ability to change that they see as a
negative for them,” she said.
One defense hospitals mounted was that they must,
by law, provide charity care, so they are at a disadvantage.
“Anybody else that wants to offer a service that a hospital offers is going to have an advantage, which is why we
made it very specific in the bill that there was going to be
a requirement for charity care [to] level the playing field,”
Avila said.

‘Like a fruit basket’
“The confusing thing about it is each hospital is allowed to define for it[self] what charity care is. So when you
look at those numbers, it’s like a fruit basket,” Avila said.
“I’d love to see some standardization so when we say
charity care for this hospital, it is [care for] the uninsured
and the underinsured. It does not include Medicaid. It does
not include Medicare. That would be a different number. I
think we’d get a much different picture of what’s happening
in terms of charity care and who’s giving it,” she said.
“It’s frustrating that you have the belief that I do that
markets will do the best in terms of what people need and
where they need it,” Avila said.
But she insisted she is not discouraged by the setback and will continue to push for reform to inject competition into the system. The study, she said, would more
closely examine “the barriers that we’ve got at both
the federal level and state level to moving to a more …
market-based-type delivery of service.”
CJ
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Reports: Medicaid Expansion Advocates Overstate Uninsured
By Dan Way
Associate Editor

C
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ritics of the state’s decision to
shun Medicaid expansion have
maintained that a study by the
North Carolina Institute of Medicine
concludes that 500,000 people would
be left uninsured as a result. But the
estimate is contradicted by that same
study, as well as other state sources.
The anticipated number of lower-income residents who would not be covered by health insurance would range
between 30 percent and 70 percent of
that estimate.
According to the institute’s report, in 2010-11 approximately 355,000
uninsured adults in North Carolina
had incomes below 100 percent of the
federal poverty level. There were another 183,000 uninsured adults whose
incomes were between 100-138 percent
of the federal poverty level. By adding
those two groups together, critics came
up with the roughly half-million people left without insurance.
However, the 183,000 individuals in the 100-138 percent range would
qualify for subsidized insurance plans
on the federal health exchange.
That means only the 355,000
adults below 100 percent of the federal poverty level could be left without
insurance, not the 500,000 that critics
claim.
The coverage gap for those below
100 percent of the poverty level exists
because of the way the Obamacare law
was drafted. Congressional sponsors
did not anticipate that states would
reject the Medicaid expansion, which
promised to reimburse states fully for
new Medicaid enrollees at the outset,
with subsidies scaling back after three
years until they fell to 90 percent feder-

al funding by 2020. There was no fallback plan to cover enrollees in states
that did not expand Medicaid.
Those between 100 and 138 percent of the federal poverty level are
mentioned for coverage in the law because they may qualify for coverage
two ways — under the health exchanges or through Medicaid expansion. But
if they qualify for both, they must be
enrolled automatically in Medicaid.
Since North Carolina rejected expansion of Medicaid rolls, people in
the 100-138 percent
income
bracket
still qualify for
subsidies through
the exchanges.
The state Department of Health
and Human Services determined
an even lower
number of people
would be affected
by lack of insurance, and shared
its statistics with
the General Assembly.
“An estimated 494,000 individuals would have been covered under
Medicaid expansion,” said Julie Henry,
DHHS spokeswoman. “We estimate
that 340,000 individuals would be eligible to receive the federal subsidy to
purchase insurance in the federally facilitated exchange.”
That means 154,000 North Carolina residents, rather than 500,000,
would be left without coverage due to
the state’s decision not to expand Medicaid rolls.
Pam Silberman, president and
CEO of the Institute of Medicine, said
the half-million figure was a “best esti-

mate of people who were both eligible
and would enroll” under a Medicaid
expansion.
Meanwhile, federal officials are
scrambling to cobble together federal
exchanges to operate in states that refused to create state-run exchanges.
The feds were not prepared for that rejection, causing concern over whether
the exchanges will be operational by
the Oct. 1 target date to begin selling
policies on the exchanges — and how
many insurance
providers will apply.
In
North
Carolina
there
is “no definitive
number” of how
many insurance
providers
want
to sell on the federal
exchange,
said Kerry Hall,
director of public
information at the
state Department
of Insurance, even
though insurers
had to apply by the end of April.
“Insurers have been talking to
NCDOI, and presumably the federal
government as well, because participation in the exchange requires action
from both entities,” Hall said. “Currently, according to our records, there
are 48 insurers listed as active in the
individual and/or small-group health
insurance markets.”
The Insurance Department will
regulate the insurance companies that
participate in the exchange and the
insurance plans sold through the exchange, she said. NCDOI’s regulatory
role includes giving prior approval of
all exchange insurance products and

Figures show
that proponents
of expansion
overstated those
left without
insurance by
353,000

the rates used to develop premiums related to those products.
The federal exchange ultimately
will decide which plans are certified
as Qualified Health Plans and can be
sold on the exchange/marketplace,
she said.
“There’s concern” in Congress
whether the federal exchanges will
be ready to offer sales on Oct. 1, said
Michael Tanner, senior fellow at the
Washington, D.C.-based Cato Institute.
At least 33 states have refused to set up
exchanges, turning that responsibility
over to the feds.
U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services Secretary Kathleen
Sebelius told lawmakers recently a
new infusion of cash is needed to
complete implementation. The White
House is asking for another $1.5 billion
in its budget.
“They’ve come up with nothing
in terms of a concrete action plan yet.
When you get down toward October
things will get really iffy,” Tanner said.
“In fact, there [have] been several
hearings by the Democrats in the Senate. Max Baucus [the Montana Democrat often referred to as the architect
of Obamacare] really ripped HHS a
new one [in a recent hearing because]
they’ve got nothing in place right now
as to how to do this,” Tanner said.
Conversely, said Bruce Allen, director of marketing for Blue Cross Blue
Shield of North Carolina, Blue Cross
has received “a tremendous amount
of guidance” from the feds on how the
exchanges will work.
“We’ve been actively working
with CMS [Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services] and the HHS”
on health exchange markets and will
begin testing this summer, he said.
“We’re fully expecting the exchanges
CJ
to go live Oct. 1,” Allen said.
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TARP-Related Program Lets Unemployed Live Mortgage-Free
N.C. housing agency
promotes, administers
‘Hardest Hit’ fund
By Barry Smith
Associate Editor

A

RALEIGH

federal program created under
the federal Troubled Asset Relief Program, aka TARP, has allowed more than 11,000 North Carolina
homeowners who fell behind on their
house payments to live mortgage-free
for as long as 36 months.
Benefits from the U.S. Treasury’s
Hardest Hit Fund, operated through
the N.C. Housing Finance Agency,
are tax-free, and though the benefits
are treated as a loan, recipients may
not have to repay if they stay in their
homes.
“This definitely has been a good
bridge for a lot of households,” said
Robert Kucab, executive director of the
N.C. Housing Finance Agency.
The program was established as
part of TARP following the economic
freefall of 2008. Unemployed North
Carolinians are eligible to receive benefits for up to 18 months if they have
been laid off, and up to 36 months if
they are participating in an education
program, such as going to a community college or working on their degree,
he said.
“In both cases, the maximum
amount of benefit is $36,000,”
Kucab said. He
said there are certain criteria the
agency reviews
when
someone
applies for help.
They include having a job-related
loss of income,
being a responsible homeowner
who was making
mortgage payments before the layoff,
having a mortgage balance of $300,000
or less, and showing the ability to resume mortgage payments after the job
search or educational program is over.
That’s not always easy, Kucab
said.
“It’s a struggle in some cases,”
Kucab said. “A spouse goes back to
work in some cases. In other cases,
people have two jobs where they formerly had one.”
People often find out about the
program when they apply for unemployment benefits through the Division of Employment Security, previously known as the Employment
Security Commission.
Lockhart Taylor, director of government relations for the division, said
that the division signed a contract with

The North Carolina Housing Finance Agency, located in this office at 3508 Bush St.
in Raleigh, administers the program designed to aid the unemployed who can’t make
mortgage payements. (CJ photo by Don Carrington)

the N.C. Housing Finance Agency in
2011 to provide notices about the program to people seeking unemployment benefits.
“We bill them every month for
not only the cost of postage, but the
cost of staff time,” Taylor said.
He said the Division of Employment Security usually bills the agency
about $4,000 a month.
The Hardest Hit Fund program
has attracted criticism, primarily from
observers who say administrators have
been slow to get the money to laid-off
workers who want to remain current
on their mortgage payments.
Earlier this year, U.S. Sen. Ben
Nelson, D-Fla., called for an investigation into the
practices,
saying
most of the money
had failed to reach
those who need
it, with many applicants not being
informed if they
had even been approved for assistance.
Those criticisms haven’t been
directed at North
Carolina’s program, however.
“It seems like North Carolina has
actually done a better job than others in terms of getting the money out
there,” said Mark Calabria, an economist at the Cato Institute.
Ed Pinto, resident fellow at the
American Enterprise Institute, was
critical of a number of government
programs instituted as the economy
sank during the latter part of the last
decade.
“The federal government has so
many income distribution programs
that overlap,” Pinto said. “It adds up.
Everything adds to the deficit. It reaches the point in my mind where we’re
redistributing too much.”
Pinto said government policies
created the problems that led to the
housing collapse. “Now it is trying

Payments are
considered to be
a loan to be repaid
when people
sell their home

to solve the problem,” Pinto said. “It
does it in ways that are so complex and
overlapping.”
Kucab said the North Carolina
program started in late 2010.
“We have now assisted or are in
the process of assisting around 11,000
households,” Kucab said. “At this
stage, about 95 percent of the households that have completed assistance
have been successful in maintaining
their homes.”
Kucab forecasts that the program
will end up affecting around 20,000
households by the end of 2014 or the
first quarter of 2015.
The payments are considered a
loan, but loan repayments are deferred
unless the house is sold or refinanced,
Kucab said. If the house is sold, the
loan repayment is taken from the proceeds of the sale.
If the homeowner remains in the
home for five to 10 years, portions of

the loan would be forgiven. After 10
years, the total loan would be forgiven.
The benefits aren’t taxable either,
even for those whose loans are forgiven.
Margaret Matrone, director of
government relations for the N.C.
Housing Finance Agency, said the
forgiven loans under the Hardest Hit
Fund fall under the IRS rule that says
“payments made under governmental programs for the promotion of the
general welfare are not includible in an
individual recipient’s gross income.”
Kucab said that the N.C. Foreclosure Prevention Fund has provided
loans in all 100 North Carolina counties.
As of early April, loans had been
closed for 11,186 homeowners. Kucab
said that 4,860 of those homeowners
had completed receiving assistance
and resumed making their mortgage
payments.
The average length that participants receive assistance is 13 months,
Kucab said.
Since the program’s initiation,
the agency has committed $224 million
and paid out $142 million, Kucab said,
adding that the program has saved
about $1.4 billion in real property from
foreclosure.
The average length for processing a loan is between 45 and 60 days,
Kucab said. The biggest variable is the
time it takes to get documents from the
homeowner and the time it takes to get
an updated loan reinstatement amount
from the mortgage servicer.
“Most homeowners are delinquent when they start the process, so
they have also incurred fees that need
to be calculated by servicers, and paid
by the program, in order to bring their
existing home mortgage current,” KuCJ
cab said.
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Independent Charter Schools
Board Gets Senate Thumbs-Up
By Dan Way
Associate Editor

S

RALEIGH

tate Sen. Gladys Robinson is posing a question that has been popular among charter school advocates for years.
“If we’re going to say we can
have charter schools, why isn’t the
state supplying the funds” to operate
them properly, the Guilford County
Democrat asked.
Robinson was part of a unanimous May 1 vote in the Senate Appropriations/Base Budget Committee to
approve Senate Bill 337. The measure
passed the full Senate 32-17 and was in
the House Education Committee at
press time.
S.B. 337
would establish an
11-member state
Charter
Schools
Board to oversee
the state’s growing
number of charter
schools and operate independently
of the State Board
of Education.
Robinson was among several
Democrats who peppered bill sponsor
Sen. Jerry Tillman, R-Randolph, with
questions during committee debate on
creating a Charter Schools Board.
The line of questioning mostly
involved longstanding complaints by
traditional public school supporters
about charter schools not being required to provide meals, transportation, and certified teachers.
“The parents choose those
schools knowing whether they have
transportation. Many of them do.
Knowing whether they offer school
food service. Many of them do. They
select those schools knowing what the
situation is,” Tillman said. “The marketplace is at work.”
“The key question is: Is this group
going to be constitutional. There’s
never really been true litigation on
that piece,” said Joel Medley, director
of the state Office of Charter Schools,
following the meeting. Although vetoing Charter Schools Board decisions
would require a three-fourths vote of
State Board of Education members,
“that’s higher than what it requires to
overturn a veto in the chambers of the
General Assembly,” Medley said.
“So we’re not sure” about the legality of that provision, he said, and if
that supermajority requirement is lessened, “then in essence we have what
is currently in place with an advisory
board.”
The state Department of Public
Instruction also is concerned that “if
you want to develop collaboration be-

tween LEAs [local education agencies,
or school districts] and charter schools,
we think that is best done through the
State Board of Education,” Medley
said.
“There’s one key question we’re
trying to understand: What problem
does this fix or issue does it prevent?”
he said.
The State Board of Education
has reviewed 90 charter school applications and approved 32 since the
100-school cap was lifted in 2011, he
said.
“If there’s a narrative that the
state board is anti-charter, I don’t think
the facts bear that out,” Medley said.
With Gov. Pat McCrory recently appointing six new
members to the
State Board of Education, Medley
wondered
why
“this new board
[doesn’t] get an
opportunity to do
anything” before
its charter school
oversight would
be yanked.
Tillman said during committee debate there is nothing surprising
about S.B. 337.
“This one gets back to the original intent of the charter legislation, and
that was to set up charter schools to
be administered by a Charter Schools
Board to oversee their policies,” Tillman said.
Sen. Dan Blue, D-Wake, raised
concerns about the bill’s lack of requirement for charter schools to do
criminal background checks of staff.
Tillman countered that such
checks are not required for other public schools. “We don’t have a state law
now that requires … any state entity to
do a background check. Public schools,
universities, [or] community colleges.
This simply allows the board to make
those calls as it sees fit,” he said.
“I’m not opposed to background
checks. Nearly every charter school
I’ve talked to does them,” he said. It is
possible that a background provision
for all public schools might be sought
during floor debate on the bill, he said,
encouraging Blue to submit an amendment to that effect if he wanted.
One of the motivations behind
charter schools is to enable innovation
and to implement nonstandard practices unencumbered by bureaucratic
red tape, Tillman said.
“If folks will go out and raise
money, and set up nonprofits, and put
their livelihoods on the line to build a
better program for our children, they
will be responsible,” Tillman said. CJ

S.B. 337 would
establish an
11-member board
to oversee
charter schools
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Accountability:
All in the Family

take their money and children elseew pieces of education legwhere. That is a powerful incentive
islation filed this year have
for private schools to ensure that
been subject to more debate
the children they serve receive the
than House Bill 944: Opportunity
education that best meets the needs
Scholarship Act. The bipartisan bill
of the children entrusted to them.
would award private school vouchDistrict schools need not
ers of $4,200 to a relatively small
worry about parental accountability.
number of low-income children.
In May, members of the House District schools are monopolies,
Education Committee began consid- and families have few alternatives, unless they are relatively
eration of the school voucher legislation. A standing-room-only crowd wealthy, make sacrifices to pay
private school tuition, forgo income
was on hand to observe the debate
to home school, or have a charter
on the bill. As expected, droves
school in the vicinity. That is one
of special-interest lobbyists and
reason our legislature
district school officials
mandates other forms of
were on hand to object
accountability, such as
to various aspects of the
school grades and testlegislation. Their remarks,
ing, to ensure that public
however, were pedestrian
schools spend billions in
compared to the statement
taxpayer dollars in prodelivered by Superintenductive ways.
dent of Public Instruction
Moreover, the
June Atkinson.
district school establishAtkinson and her
TERRY
ment and its allies place
advisers at the DepartSTOOPS
little faith in the abilment of Public Instrucity of parents to make
tion believe the “what’s
sound decisions about the
good for the goose is
education of their children. In the
good for the gander” argument is
eyes of many teachers, administrathe most compelling reason to optors, school board members, state
pose the bill in its initial form. She
education officials, and legislators
contended that private schools that
on both sides of the aisle, parents
accept taxpayer-funded voucher
are problems, not partners. The
students should be subject to the
same accountability requirements as establishment reasons that pardistrict schools. These requirements ents do not have the intelligence
to make informed decisions about
include A-through-F school grades,
standardized test scores, and public the education of their children and
are thus obligated to delegate that
reporting of both.
responsibility to “the system.” And
First, what would happen if
we wonder why district school
the House Education Committee
parents no longer feel the need to be
called her bluff? Specifically, if the
bill sponsors included school grades involved actively in the schooling of
and accountability reporting in H.B. their children.
If we are going to talk about
944, would Atkinson support it?
accountability in a meaningful way,
I doubt it. She has not supported
we need to talk about all aspects
school choice measures in the past,
of it. The accountability measures
and I suspect a few tweaks to the
outlined by Atkinson represent one
legislation would not change her
narrow aspect of the issue. Testing
mind. For this reason, I would
and grades are necessary because
rather Atkinson simply oppose
the state and nation have neutered
the bill, rather than maintain the
an arguably more powerful and
pretense that the state cares about
empowering form of accountability:
the well-being of parents so much
that they want strong accountability parents. As such, we should welcome efforts to substitute district
measures for private schools.
school grades and testing requireSecond, let’s consider the
ments for parental accountability
reverse scenario — private school
CJ
via school choice.
accountability for district schools.
Private schools live and die by the
choices of parents. If parents are not
Dr. Terry Stoops is director of
satisfied with the educational enviresearch and education studies at the
ronment of the private school they
John Locke Foundation.
choose for their children, they will
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Bill Authorizing School Vouchers Passes First Hurdle in Legislature
By Dan Way
Associate Editor

A

RALEIGH

bill that would authorize tax
dollars to be used for private
school vouchers cleared its first
hurdle May 28, passing the House Education Committee by a 27-21 vote. At
press time it was in the House Appropriations Committee.
House Bill 944, the Opportunity
Scholarship Act, would provide vouchers up to $4,200 to students attending
nonpublic schools, with $50 million
shifted from the state’s education budget to the program over the next two
years. Fifty percent of the grants always would go to students receiving
free and reduced-price lunches.
The State Education Assistance
Authority would administer the opportunity scholarships, which also
would be available to children in foster
care and newly adopted children.

Touched off firestorm
The measure touched off a firestorm among committee Democrats
opposed to school competition. Supporters of the measure said it offered
students an opportunity to leave public schools that were not a good fit for
them.
“This money will diminish what
we can do. … And it ultimately will
dismantle public schools, and that’s really the underlying motive here,” Rep.
Alma Adams, D-Guilford, said during
Education Committee debate.
“This is a very bad bill. Even if
parents have this opportunity that
we’re talking about, they can make that
choice, if they don’t have the dollars in
their pocket to put with that [grant] to
make the difference, that child will not
have an opportunity. We need to be
honest and up front about that,” Adams said.
Rep. Rob Bryan, R-Mecklenburg,
a bill sponsor, dismissed that notion.
“When you look at the Florida
program, which we’re very similarly
modeled after, not only is it not the
folks at the high-income level exercising on it, it tends to be the poorest of
the poor exercising,” Bryan said.

Florida’s approach
The average family income of
voucher recipients in Florida is $24,000
a year. The Sunshine State offers scholarship grants ranging from $4,100 to
$4,300, Bryan said, while average tuition at private schools those voucher
recipients attend is about $5,600.
Yet even as it has grown from
about 10,000 students to about 60,000
this year, the Florida program “has not
decimated public education,” Bryan
said.
“Many of these [private] schools
are missionally focused, and they desire to have kids to be able to exercise these scholarships to attend these

House Bill 944, the Opportunity Scholarship Act, now in the legislature, would provide
up to $4,200 to students attending nonpublic schools. (CJ file photo)

schools,” Bryan said.
“What you often see is parents
can do volunteer hours or do other
things to make up the difference [in
tuition], or schools just accept these as
scholarships in full
to get the students
there,” Bryan said.
For many parents
whose
children
have faltered in
traditional
public schools, the
voucher program
“is exactly what
they need.”
Rep. Charles
Graham, D-Robeson, opposed the
bill, warning of “the damage and, I
think, the harm” it will cause to public schools. “It takes away from rural
counties … from the good things that
are happening in my county” and in
public education in general, he said.

about that contention, Collins said. The
Christian schools where he worked frequently accepted students who “were
kicked out of public schools for behavior problems” and had no other options, he said.
Education
vouchers
“certainly could work
in my county of
Nash,” he said.
“Opponents
of
House
Bill
944 opted for the
‘kitchen sink’ approach to the debate. In the end,
however,
their
wildly
creative
fear mongering did little to sway the
opinion of the majority of the committee,” said Terry Stoops, director of
research and education studies at the
John Locke Foundation.
“Despite the fact that the U.S. Su-

Proponents
say a voucher
program would
help poor students
escape bad schools

Standards questioned
He asked Bryan what qualifications private school teachers must
have. “These private schools are not
held to the same standards,” Graham
said.
Bryan said private schools establish their own guidelines, and teaching
standards may even be higher, an answer that displeased Graham.
Adams criticized the bill for not
including background checks on private school personnel and said private
schools often exclude difficult students.
“Public schools are charged with
educating all children, and we’re 48th
in public school funding right now,”
Adams said.
Rep. Jeff Collins, R-Nash, countered the complaint about cherry-picking students by recalling his 12 years
teaching at a church-affiliated, private
Christian school and his experience in
helping to found a nondenominational
Christian school in Rocky Mount.
“I’m a little bit discombobulated”

preme Court ruled that vouchers are
constitutional, opponents of House Bill
944 insisted that the legislation violated the separation of church and state,”
Stoops said. “This was one of many instances of opponents playing fast and
loose with the facts in an attempt to
sway undecided Republicans to their
camp.”
While he believes the bill “still
has a long way to go,” Stoops said the
outcome of the Education Committee
vote “means that the chances of passage increased dramatically. The committee vote signals to the Republican
majorities in the House and Senate
that there is adequate support for the
voucher bill.”
Darrell Allison, president of Parents for Educational Freedom in North
Carolina, a school choice advocacy organization, hailed the committee approval of the bill.

‘Not a scheme’
“This measure is not a ‘voucher
scheme’ with no accountability, nor is
it taking money from traditional public
schools, nor will these funds disappear
into a ‘black hole,’” Allison said.
“The Opportunity Scholarship
Act is a chance for hundreds of thousands of low-income children in North
Carolina who struggle to read, write,
and solve math problems at grade
level to receive the quality education
they need through an accountable and
transparent program,” he said.
“This is responsible legislation
with a number of safeguards, including a financial audit, annual national
standardized testing for scholarship
students, and reporting requirements
to the legislature for participating priCJ
vate schools,” Allison said.
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JLF: Common Core Shortchanges Grammar, Spelling
By CJ Staff

L

RALEIGH

egislators and the State Board of
Education should take steps to
ensure North Carolina’s public
school testing program places greater
emphasis on English grammar, spelling, mechanics, and usage. That’s a
key recommendation in a John Locke
Foundation Spotlight report.
JLF’s top education expert offers
that advice as policymakers address
concerns about the Common Core
State Standards Initiative.

The preferable course
“Withdrawal from the Common
Core is the preferable course of action, but that step does not address an
immediate problem with tests North
Carolina public school students are
taking today,” said report author Terry
Stoops, JLF director of research and
education studies. “Tests in use at least
through the next school year include
no stand-alone questions about English-language grammar, spelling, parts
of speech, and the like. Because of that
omission, teachers now have a disincentive to teach grammar and usage.”
Stoops investigates several related issues in the new report: problems with existing state tests, potential changes tied to implementation of
Common Core standards, and the shift
from fiction to “informational texts” in
teaching reading comprehension. Each
area raises red flags, he said.
Despite recent incremental improvement, North Carolina’s public
school students continue to fare poorly
in reading tests, Stoops said. “The 2011
National Assessment of Educational
Progress showed that 26 states had significantly higher eighth-grade reading

scores than North Carolina,” he said.
“Only 10 states and the District of Columbia had significantly lower scores.”
State education leaders
have
recognized the state’s
“inadequate”
reading instruction,
Stoops
said. The superintendent of
public instruction has touted
new Common
Core standards
as a tool to help improve student performance. “While proponents promise
new Common Core standards will reintroduce fundamental skills and concepts into classroom instruction, others
are skeptical that Common Core will
live up to these lofty promises.”
Two federally funded testing
groups will roll out tests in 2014-15 for
Common Core states like North Carolina. In the meantime, state-developed
tests based on Common Core serve as
“placeholders,” Stoops said.

Troubling questions
Earlier this year, the N.C. Department of Public Instruction released
sample Common Core-based tests.
Those samples raise troubling questions, Stoops said.
First, roughly 80 percent of the
questions in English language-arts
tests focus on reading comprehension,
while 20 percent are classified as language questions, Stoops said. “That
alone is worrisome,” he said. “It is
even more alarming that the tests include no English-language grammar,
spelling, mechanics, and usage ques-
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tions.”
Those priorities appear to reflect
preferences of test writers and developers
rather
than the Common Core standards, Stoops
said.
“Common Core English standards
clearly require
teachers
to
teach grammar
and
usage,”
he said. “One
guide to Common Core refers to a ‘revitalized emphasis’ on grammar.”
The exclusion of grammar, spelling, mechanics, and usage questions
from North Carolina’s state-based tests
means bad news for students, Stoops
said. “These students may struggle to
develop sound writing skills and habits as a result.”
Common Core itself deserves
blame for a disturbing shift in reading
comprehension teaching, Stoops said.
“Traditionally, English teachers spent
considerably more time on analysis of
fiction, using classical and contemporary literary works,” Stoops explained.
“Common Core requires teachers to
increase use of so-called ‘informational
texts’ — biographies, books about history or science, technical texts such as
directions and forms, even information
displayed in graphs or charts.”
State education officials promise
a 50-50 balance between informational
and literary text, but the recently released sample tests “clearly favor” informational texts, Stoops said. “North
Carolina’s Common Core-based tests
measure students’ understanding of
nonfiction writing at the expense of lit-

erary texts.”

Debunking proponents
Stoops debunks two reasons
Common Core proponents cite for increased use of informational texts.
“First, proponents believe there
will be more opportunities for interdisciplinary instruction in history, science, or other subjects,” he said. “But
English teachers with no expertise in
those other subject areas might be unable to explain the information in the
text adequately or connect it to current
or past coursework in the subject area.
This defeats the purpose of incorporating the text in the first place.”
Second, there is little evidence
to support arguments that the shift
toward nonfiction will produce more
“career and college ready” high school
graduates, Stoops said.

Legislative approval
Stoops likes a provision in Senate
Bill 361 to require the State Board of
Education to obtain legislative approval before buying and implementing
standardized tests linked to Common
Core. “This would be a reasonable and
welcomed safeguard against high-cost
and low-quality tests.”
Lawmakers should take additional steps, Stoops said. “Legislators should call on the State Board of
Education, its staff, or an appointed
advisory board to conduct an objective and comprehensive evaluation
of the state’s existing Common Corebased tests,” he said. “A study commission also would be a step in the
right direction. Policymakers should
ensure North Carolina’s public school
system has the best testing program
in the nation.”
CJ

Share your CJ
Finished reading all
the great articles in this
month’s Carolina Journal? Don’t just throw it
in the recycling bin, pass
it along to a friend or
neighbor, and ask them
to do the same.
Thanks.
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Town and County
Winston-Salem recycling
Winston-Salem officials are
pleased with changes made last
year to the city’s recycling program. By providing residents with
carts that crews pick up every other week, the city both has reduced
costs and increased collections, reports the Winston-Salem Journal.
The city started collecting recyclables using the 96-gallon rollout carts in April 2012. It picked
up 12,988 tons of recyclables from
the carts between April 2012 and
March 2013, a 22 percent increase
over the 10,080 tons collected in
the previous 12-month period.
Because the crews are collecting recyclables in residential areas
every two weeks instead of weekly, the cost also dropped sharply,
from $2.8 million a year before the
change to $1.4 million the following year. The city’s savings were
smaller — $801,330 — as it is still
paying for the cost of the carts, and
will be doing so for the next four
years.
“More people are getting
used to the new carts, and we have
made a concerted effort to become
a sustainable community,” said
Mayor Allen Joines. “It helps us
save money.”

K-9 cops
An increasing number of
small-town police departments are
making use of dogs. While the cost
of acquiring a police dog has gone
up substantially in recent years,
more departments see making use
of a dog’s unique capabilities as a
cost-effective policing solution, reports the Raleigh News & Observer.
Dogs, typically German
shepherds or Belgian malinois, can
be trained to perform a variety of
tasks, including finding people,
identifying drugs and explosives,
locating evidence, and protecting
handlers.
A decade ago, a police dog
plus training may have cost $1,500.
As demand has increased, the
price of acquiring a police dog has
risen — to more than $10,000 in
some cases.
More police departments
say the benefits canines bring are
worth the price.
“Things that would take
many man-hours, the dogs can do
much more quickly and more safely than a human,” said Sgt. Chris
Poston, a K-9 officer for the town
of Holly Springs. “When you have
an asset that works that well, and
gets paid with a rubber ball and
dog food, that’s pretty economical
versus a human being.”
CJ
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Bill Would Stop Regulation of Home Appearance
By Sara Burrows
Contributor

A

RALEIGH

proposed state law would prohibit North Carolina
cities and towns from using zoning laws to control
the way houses look.
House Bill 150 — Zoning, Design, and Aesthetic Controls — is supposed to prevent city planners from dictating
purely aesthetic elements of single-family homes and duplexes, such as paint color, building materials, and interior
layout. It still leaves cities free to regulate aesthetic qualities of multiple-family housing units,
manufactured homes, and homes in
historic districts.
Supporters of the bill — including homebuilders, Realtors, and advocates of affordable housing — say such
mandates from local governments
drive up the cost of housing and deprive consumers of a variety of home
styles that suit their needs and preferences. Republican sponsors of the bill
say it helps protect property rights.
Opponents — including urban
mayors, city planners, and homeowners in high-end neighborhoods — say
cities’ ability to impose design standards and aesthetic controls on homebuilders helps preserve the property
values and character of existing communities, which might be damaged by
“ugly” or “low-quality” development that locates nearby.
The bill passed the House in late March, 98-18, and sits
in the Senate Rules Committee.
The proposed law makes strange bedfellows, pitting
Republican state lawmakers and liberal groups like the
North Carolina Housing Coalition and Habitat for Humanity against liberal mayors who want to ensure that, in the
words of Cary Mayor Harold Weinbrecht, new development is “consistent with the character” of established neighborhoods.

Shades of beige
“It’s mind-boggling to me that we’ve gotten to this
point,” said bill sponsor Rep. Nelson Dollar, R-Wake, at a
committee hearing on the bill, noting that some city governments go so far as to dictate “what shade of beige is the
cornice on your home.”
Lisa Martin, director of government affairs for the
North Carolina Homebuilders Association, said builders
do not mind so much when local governments regulate aesthetic features like height or orientation of homes.
“Where it starts getting out of the realm of their authority,” she said, “is when they start getting into things like
cladding — whether a house has brick or some other kind
of siding — architectural style, roof pitch, front porches, garage doors, ornamentation, windows, exterior color, interior
layout, and minimum square footage.”
Minimum square footage is “the real killer,” Martin
said. It is “directly aimed at keeping affordable housing
out.”
Martin, who is lobbying for the bill, says the state never has granted municipalities the authority to regulate aesthetics, and by doing so cities are violating private property
rights.
One of the worse violators is Monroe, she said. It has
17 different residential overlay districts, each with different
requirements, including minimum square footage, minimum garage size, and exterior material requirements. “All
of that increases the price.”
In 2006, the Homebuilders Association attempted to
prove Monroe was trying to keep “certain people” out of
its jurisdiction, Martin said. The city even addressed immi-

gration and the increase in Hispanic-owned businesses and
residences in its land-use plan. “They couldn’t have been
more blatant about it,” she said.

Gentrification
Martin said the use of building design controls as an
attempt to limit home purchase by entire socio-economic
classes of people is not uncommon.
The town of Mint Hill, near Charlotte, requires that at
least 50 percent of houses in various subdivisions be made
entirely of brick.
“That’s fine if buyers want that,”
Martin said. “But when you’re down
to your last house, and you’ve already
done 50 percent of the subdivision
in something other than brick, then
you’ve already eliminated people
[who] say, ‘I can’t afford that,’ or, ‘I
was interested in something with cedar shingles on it.’”
Raleigh Mayor Nancy McFarlane spoke against the bill at a March
13 House committee meeting, arguing that the city needed to be able to
control things like placement of bedrooms, bathrooms, and the number of
kitchens in a home, to prevent rooming houses from sprouting up in single-family neighborhoods.
Martin said local governments
love to tell builders how to build their
homes, “but they’re not the ones trying to sell them.”
Joe Padilla, director of government affairs for the
Charlotte arm of the N.C. Homebuilders Association, put
it like this in a recent opinion piece for PlanCharlotte.org:
The home building industry spends millions each year
researching buyer preferences so builders can design plans
tailored to each local market and price point. This research
most often shows that homebuyers, particularly those making their first purchase, are less concerned about whether
their house is covered in brick or Hardiplank, and more concerned with whether they can afford their monthly mortgage
payment.
In an opposing commentary, Ben Hitchings, planning
director for the town of Morrisville, said the bill would
leave city governments powerless to protect older neighborhoods — those not “protected” by private restrictive covenants or homeowners associations — from “ugly infill,” or
newer neighborhoods — which are “protected” by private
covenants — from “low-quality” development that might
locate nearby.
In response to the argument that aesthetic controls
limit affordable housing, Hitchings said, “design standards
build acceptance for affordable housing among existing
residents, by ensuring that affordable units fit into the community, and in that way help these projects get approved.”
The bill quickly made its way through the state House,
before drawing attention and opposition from the N.C.
League of Municipalities and the Metropolitan Mayors Association. It passed the Senate Commerce Committee April
15 and was scheduled for a vote April 24 on the Senate floor.
But just before debate began, Sen. Tom Apodaca, RHenderson, motioned to have the bill removed from the
calendar and sent back to the Rules Committee, which he
chairs.
Bill supporters were surprised by the move. Sen. Jeff
Tarte, R-Mecklenburg, a sponsor of the Senate’s version of
the bill, speculated –—“Maybe we got something wrong
language-wise. Or maybe a municipality stepped in.”
Apodaca did not return an email or phone call requesting comment on his action. Martin said her organization remains hopeful the bill will pass.
CJ
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Justices: Cities Can’t Discriminate Against Private Competitors
By Michael Lowrey
Associate Editor

I

RALEIGH

n a significant decision affecting the
ability of business owners to seek
competing bids for services provided by local governments, the N.C.
Supreme Court has held that a state
requirement preventing public enterprises from operating in an arbitrary
and discriminatory manner when setting rates or providing services applies
both to customers and competing service providers.
The case involves a Charlotte
apartment complex that was trying to
secure a lower rate on additional collections from its garbage dumpsters.
The city of Charlotte contracts
with Republic Services Inc. for garbage
collection at apartment complexes,
condominiums, and trailer parks in
the city. Each multifamily complex
qualifies for a set number of collections
per week based on the ratio of residential units to dumpsters. If a complex
wants collections beyond the number
allowed by the city’s formula, it must
contract with a private waste hauler
for additional pickups.
The Cedar Greene Apartments
wanted to provide its tenants with additional pickups and pursued a contract with O’Leary Group Waste Systems for this service; O’Leary offered
the apartment complex a lower rate
than Republic for extra collections.

Court of Appeals. In its appeal, Charlotte contended that O’Leary shouldn’t
be allowed to challenge the city’s refusal to reimburse the fees. A majority
of a three-judge appeals court panel
sided with the city. Judge Ann Marie
Calabria, however, dissented from the
majority holding, finding that O’Leary
could challenge
the city’s policy.
When
O’Leary
appealed,
Calabria’s
dissent
forced the N.C.
Supreme Court to
take the case.
After hearing oral arguments in February, the Supreme
Court issued a
short order in April overturning the
Court of Appeals decision and adopting Calabria’s reasoning as its own.
“The trial court determined that
the city’s policy constituted ‘unlawful,
unreasonable, and arbitrary discrimination in the provision of a public enterprise service, and rates charged for
such service” violated N.C. Gen. Stat.
§160A-314, wrote Calabria. “I agree.”
In Calabria’s view, the state’s anti-discrimination protection extends to
service providers like O’Leary, giving
the company grounds to challenge the
city’s rate structure.
“The law does not explicitly limit

O’Leary’s bid, however, contained an important condition: It was
contingent on the city giving O’Leary
the same treatment Republic received
at the city’s garbage dump. Charlotte
imposes a $27 per apartment unit fee
for garbage disposal, which covers
both primary and any supplemental
collections. Per its
agreement with
the city, Republic is reimbursed
at the city dump
for all collections
from apartments
and condos within the city, including additional collections arranged
with outside contractors.
The city refused to reimburse
O’Leary for any additional collections
it might perform at apartments in the
city.
State law gives local governments a great deal of discretion to
operate public enterprises so long as
they don’t discriminate or act in an
arbitrary manner. O’Leary and Cedar
Greene went to court, contending that
Charlotte’s policies were discriminatory and violated state law.
Superior Court Judge H. William Constangy ruled in favor of the
apartment complex and O’Leary. The
city then brought the matter before the

The North Carolina Courts

discrimination solely to customers, but
instead provides guidelines that different rates must be justified by a difference in the class of service,” she wrote.
Charlotte had not done that.
“The city … has admitted that the
solid waste disposal service provided,
whether by Republic, O’Leary, or another disposal service, is effectively the
same,” Calabria wrote. “The identity
of the provider does not indicate a different class of service. However, in refusing to pay any provider other than
Republic, the city effectively subjects
multi-family complexes to pay elevated rates for their solid waste disposal.”
In reaching its decision, the Supreme Court rejected the reasoning
of Court of Appeals judges Doug McCullough and Wanda Bryant. The two
judges had concluded that the state’s
anti-discrimination provision and case
law extends only to customers of public enterprises, and not service providers.
“However, on the undisputed
facts of this case, we fail to see how
the City’s reimbursement policy treats
Cedar Greene differently from other
multi-family complexes in the provision of solid waste disposal services,”
wrote McCullough.
The case is Cedar Greene, LLC v.
City of Charlotte, (12-212) and should
be read with Calabria’s dissent as the
controlling opinion.
CJ

Asheville May Sue Over Law Shifting Control of Water System
By Michael Lowrey
Associate Editor

T

RALEIGH

he General Assembly in May
passed legislation shifting control of Asheville’s water system
to the Metropolitan Sewerage District.
The actual transfer is on hold, though,
as the city contests the legality of the
move, reports the Asheville CitizenTimes.
Shortly before the legislation
passed, Asheville City Council voted
unanimously to challenge the forced
transfer in court. In the alternative, the
city is seeking compensation for the
taking.
“I think we feel pretty strong
[about the legal case],” said Asheville
Mayor Terry Bellamy.
Some legal observers share Bellamy’s optimism, including former
N.C. Department of Environment and
Natural Resources assistant secretary
Robin Smith. In her Smith Environment Blog, she says Asbury v. Town of
Albemarle, an important N.C. Supreme
Court decision from a century ago,
bolsters the city’s case. In 1911, the
General Assembly’s Battle Act allowed
towns to operate water systems, but

only after they bought out any existing
private water systems.
“As a practical matter, the law
would have forced the town of Albemarle to purchase a private water
system that had
no value to the
new municipal
system that was
under construction,”
Smith
wrote.
“The court
struck down the
law as unconstitutional, holding
that operation of
a water system is a proprietary function and ‘as to [the town’s] private or
proprietary functions, the legislature
is under the same constitutional restraints that are placed upon it in respect to private corporations.’”
Asbury is still cited as good law,
notes Smith, but how it applies in a
more modern context is uncertain.

Cherokee

the county’s tax department from suggesting a major hike when it next resets
property valuations for tax purposes,
reports the Wilmington Star-News.
New Hanover County ordinarily
revalues property every four
years.
County
tax officials want
to push back the
date of the next
revaluation by a
year — from 2016
to 2017 — to allow enough time
for site visits of
all properties.
“In the past when someone has
said that they never saw someone appraise their house, that was probably
true,” said County Manager Chris
Coudriet, noting a potential problem
with the valuations.
“We found that a lot of our adjustments were made due to data corrections. After further investigation, we
found that the last time all properties
were visited for data verification was
in the early 1990s,” wrote county tax
administrator Roger Kelley to county
commissioners.

to

New Hanover revaluation
The next scheduled property revaluation in New Hanover County is
still a few years off. That hasn’t keep

Currituck

Fayetteville coliseum
Cumberland County’s Crown
Coliseum opened 16 years ago. The
13,500-seat facility has lost money
consistently, including nearly $3 million last year. County leaders may turn
over management to a private company, reports the Fayetteville Observer.
The goal of private management
would be to minimize losses at the
arena rather than generate profits from
it. An increasing number of publicly
owned venues have turned to private
management since the onset of the
Great Recession in 2008. Three companies have expressed interest in managing the Crown; the county has hired a
consultant to help determine the next
step.
Even venues that remain publicly
run need to act more like a business.
“You can’t be half-pregnant,” said
Matt Brown, general manager of the
Greensboro Coliseum. “You’re either in
the business, or you’re out of the business. You can’t want to be in the entertainment business and then put obstacles in front of your staff that prevent
them from being entrepreneurial.”CJ
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Bill Giving Voters More Say Over Debt Breezes Through Senate
By Dan Way
Associate Editor

A

RALEIGH

bill substantially scaling back
the amount of debt the state can
assume without voter approval
has passed the state Senate and awaits
approval in the House. Senate Bill 129,
sponsored by Sen. Tommy Tucker, RUnion, would limit “special indebtedness” incurred through the State Capital Facilities Finance Act to 25 percent
of all General Fund debt. It is currently
at 40 percent.
A companion measure, House
Bill 35, was moving through the House
but was pulled after the Senate approved S.B. 129 May 1 by a 47-1 margin. The Senate version passed the
House Finance Committee May 30. At
press time, it awaited a vote by the full
House.
“This is an act to limit the issuance of debt under the State Capital
Facilities Finance Act,” which sets up
“special indebtedness” mechanisms
that allow the state to assume debt by
raising taxes without a vote being put
before the voters in the form of a ballot referendum, Tucker said at an April
30 meeting of the Senate Finance Committee. Many of the projects are funded
on behalf of local governments.
Certificates of participation are
the best known of the three types of
special indebtedness permitted under
the Capital Facilities Finance Act. The
other two are lease purchase revenue
bonds and limited obligation bonds.
General obligation bonds, whose
repayments come from the General
Fund, usually are linked to a state tax
and require approval by voters. Special
indebtedness requires nothing more
than General Assembly approval, removing direct public approval from
the process.
Because special indebtedness options are not backed by the “full faith
and credit” of the state, they carry
higher interest rates and higher costs.
As of Feb. 28, the state had $551.8
million in certificates of participation,
and more than $2 billion in the other
two special indebtedness categories.
Combined, those debts equal about 40
percent of the state’s overall General
Fund debt. General obligation bonds
total $4.4 billion and make up 60 percent of the General Fund indebtedness.
Special indebtedness is activated
“to hastily receive money when you
have major capital projects within
the state,” Tucker said. It normally is
used for “worthy causes, prisons, and
schools, and primarily the university
system.”
The bill prohibits any further
debt being incurred through special
indebtedness until that debt level is
reduced to 25 percent or below of the
General Fund debt.

“Up until 2001, the state had never issued any COPs in the history of the
state, and then from 2001 on up until
roughly 2009 we issued about $3 billion worth of COPs,” Tucker said.
“This was
done
without
people knowing
it. We incurred
$3 billion in debt
over the last decade
without
voter approval,”
Tucker said.
“ T h e y
don’t even know
we’ve got $7.2
billion in General Fund debt,”
he said. “They
don’t have any
idea we’re going
to pay $706 million in principal
and interest this
year. That’s a
lot of teachers’
raises, a lot of
money this debt’s incurred.”
“Moving forward, it will probably be eight or nine years before we
can use COPs again in our debt service,
so we’ll have to go before the people to
get a vote to incur any debt,” Tucker
said.
“And, of course, the constitution
allows us to get money in an emergency, so I think we’ll be OK. We lasted a
couple hundred years without COPs,
we can probably last a little longer,”
Tucker said.
“The reason we couldn’t do away
with COPs — the best way to do that
is a constitutional amendment. I didn’t
have support for that,” Tucker said.
“Secondly, we needed to protect
the Capital Facilities Act and leave
that in place for the bondholders,” he
said. “They didn’t want to wipe it out
because the bondholders get nervous
when we take away the vehicle the
debt is going to be paid through.”
Tony Solari, director of government relations with the Department
of State Treasurer, also spoke in favor
of the legislation at the Senate Finance
Committee meeting.
“We are in full support of the bill.
The legislation would do a couple of
things. It brings us in line with other
AAA-rated entities that have about
a 25 percent debt of COPs or special
indebtedness,” Solari said. And “it’s
been a recommendation of the Debt
Affordability Study that the state rely
more on general obligation debt than
on COPs, and this is in line with that
as well.”
“This bill accomplishes so much
of what we fought so hard for in 2011
— to get a handle on the state’s debt,”
said Rep. Rayne Brown, R-Davidson,

the primary sponsor of the companion
bill, H.B. 35. What is “so disturbing to
me and so dangerous to this state” is
how the debt is acquired by avoiding
public referendums required for other
general obligation debt paid
for from the
state’s General
Fund.
B r o w n
introduced
a
bill that passed
the House in
2011 repealing
the Capital Facilities Finance
Act through a
constitutional
amendment.
The treasurer’s office opposed that bill
on the grounds
that
financial
markets would
react negatively
to a repeal out of
worry that the state would no longer
pay special indebtedness with general
appropriations. That could trigger a
drop in value of bondholders’ invest-

ments.
There are seven other states that
have a AAA bond rating from all rating
agencies, and their average amount of
special indebtedness is about 25 percent, Solari said. Deliberately lowering
and capping North Carolina’s special
indebtedness at 25 percent “brings us
in line with most of the other AAArated entities,” he said.
General obligation debt is less
expensive than special indebtedness
and is viewed more favorably by bond
rating agencies.
General obligation debt involves
floating bonds, with a promise to bond
purchasers that the state will back the
bonds with the full faith and credit of
its taxing power. A portion of a property tax is a popular method of repaying bonds. A referendum on the bond
must gain voter approval before bonds
can be issued.
State Sen. Floyd McKissick, DDurham, asked Tucker whether there
might be an occasion when special indebtedness funding might be needed
and could be used again.
“If you want to go before the voters and tell them you want to incur
debt without their approval, [then] go
for it,” Tucker replied.
CJ

Stay in the know with the JLF blogs

Visit our family of weblogs for immediate analysis and commentary on issues great and small

The Locker Room is the blog on the main JLF Web site. All JLF employees and many friends of the
foundation post on this site every day: http://www.johnlocke.org/lockerroom/

Right Angles is the JLF’s blog in the Triangle. Several JLF staffers blog on this site to keep folks in Durham, Raleigh, and Chapel Hill up to date on the latest info: http://triangle.johnlocke.org/blog/

The Meck Deck is the JLF’s blog in Charlotte. Michael Lowrey blogs on this site and has made it a mustread for anyone interested in issues in the Queen City: http://charlotte.johnlocke.org/blog/

Squall Lines is the JLF’s blog in Wilmington. Chad Adams and a few coastal friends keep folks on the
coast updated on issues facing that region of the state: http://wilmington.johnlocke.org/blog/

Piedmont Publius is the JLF’s blog in the Triad. Greensboro blogger and writer Sam A. Hieb mans the
controls to keeps citizens updated on issues in the Triad: http://triad.johnlocke.org/blog/

The Wild West is the JLF’s blog in Western North Carolina. Asheville’s Leslee Kulba blogs in this site,
designed to keep track of issues in the mountains of N.C.: http://western.johnlocke.org/blog/
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‘Standing’ Bill Could Aid Taxpayer Incentives Challenges
By Barry Smith
Associate Editor

C

RALEIGH

itizens and advocacy organizations opposing government incentives to corporations or special tax treatment for certain industries
would win the right to challenge those
actions in court if House Bill 457, Taxpayer Standing Act, becomes law.
The bill would make it easier for
North Carolina citizens and corporations to file lawsuits challenging tax
laws and government financial incentives to businesses, such as the special
tax treatment given the film industry. It now sits in the House Finance
Committee after gaining approval in
a House judiciary subcommittee. The
measure’s fate is uncertain.
H.B. 457, sponsored by Rep.
Hugh Blackwell, R-Burke, would give
“standing” — or the right to sue — to
individuals and corporations that pay
taxes and wish to challenge the legality of actions by state and local governments. Parties filing lawsuits would
not have to prove that they specifically
were harmed by the imposition of a tax
or the legal action being challenged to
gain standing.
“Taxpayers who want to invest
their time and their money and get
an attorney to take the case ought to
be able to have the case heard and not
thrown out on the grounds that they’re
not uniquely affected,” Blackwell said.
Jeanette Doran, executive director of the N.C. Institute for Constitutional Law, said the bill could aid
people who want to challenge state or
local actions granting corporate tax incentives to individual companies.
“Standing refers to who can bring
a lawsuit,” Doran explained. “Ordinarily, only somebody who’s been injured

Spirit Aerosystems received over $200 million in taxpayer-funded incentives to locate
this facility at the Global TransPark in Kinston. (CJ file photo by Don Carrington)

can bring a lawsuit.”
Doran said in the past, lawsuits
raising the “uniformity of taxation”
constitutional issue have been thrown
out of court because judges said they
lacked standing. Challenges to taxpayer-funded incentives provided
to Google and Dell Computers were
thrown out for that reason, Doran said.
“They didn’t have a personalized and particular individual injury,”
Doran said. “They were just injured in
the way as every other taxpayer.”
The bill was scheduled for a floor
vote in the House in early May. But after some parliamentary wrangling, it
was sent to the House Finance Committee at the request of Rep. Julia Howard, R-Davie, that committee’s senior
chairwoman.
Fiscal analysts estimate that the
bill could result in about $300,000 a
year in legal expenses for the N.C. Department of justice.
When the bill was before a House
judiciary subcommittee, Blackwell said
it would help taxpayers get cases to

court so they could be decided on the
“merits of the argument as to the constitutionality or the appropriateness of
the actual law or statute in question.”
Under current law, courts have
held that individual taxpayers rarely
have a right to challenge the legality of
tax laws or related government actions.
Nor does a taxpayer have standing to
challenge sales and use tax exemptions
based on the fact that the person pays
North Carolina income and sales and
use taxes.
The bill would give an individual
or corporation that pays taxes the right
to sue the taxing jurisdiction for violating a constitutional or statutory provision, or for misusing or misappropriating public funds. Lawsuits filed by
individuals or companies challenging
the legality of specific tax exemptions,
deductions, or credits also would be allowed.
At the subcommittee meeting,
Rep. Deborah Ross, D-Wake, questioned why it was more important for
a citizen to be able to get a judgment on

a tax issue than a constitutional issue.
“There are other rights that we
have that have been held more dear,”
Ross said.
Rep. Darren Jackson, D-Wake,
also questioned the cost to the court
system, particularly business court, for
such a change.
“Is our committee going to consider [adding] new judges based on
this statute?” he asked.
Jackson said he has no particular
opposition to the concept behind the
bill, but he’s concerned about caseloads.
“I’m just more concerned about
overloading the judges that we’ve already got,” Jackson said.
Blackwell said that the bill could
save taxpayers money if lawsuits result
in stopping unconstitutional spending
or activity.
“It might offset the legal cost involved,” Blackwell said.
Blackwell said that in addition
to cases challenging corporate incentives, H.B. 457 would give individuals
and corporations standing to challenge
local acts they believe run counter to
state statutes.
Doran said she did not believe
the bill would make it easy to file frivolous lawsuits because of the expense
involved.
“Litigation is so expensive that
that in itself is a deterrent to frivolous
litigation,” Doran said.
Doran said plaintiffs would
have to pay their own legal costs in
the cases that would be filed if H.B.
457 became law. Frivolous lawsuits
are more likely to occur in personal
injury cases because the plaintiffs’ attorneys are working on a contingency
fee, she said.
CJ
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IRS Charges Honduran Mother, Daughter With Tax Refund Fraud
Continued from Page 1

for forms filed this year, the tax preparer raised the
fee to $400.
According to the complaint, three other females
assisted with the scheme, including Lainez-Flores’
sister Aracely Villela. During a meeting when Villela
paid the tax preparer $1,600 in cash for for years of
false returns that her sister ordered, Villela warned
the tax preparer that the scheme was wrong.
The complaint also stated that Mejia and Lainez-Flores planned to order additional fraudulent
refunds from the tax preparer this year.
The women made an initial appearance May
16 in federal court in Raleigh. Mejia, 25, and LainezFlores, 44, live in Clinton but they “represent a substantial risk of flight as they are in the U.S. from Honduras,” according to the criminal complaint filed.

Sampson County
As Carolina Journal Online previously reported, on April 5 the Sampson County sheriff’s office
caught five people trying to cash IRS checks that had
been obtained in a manner similar to the Mejia and
Lainez-Flores scheme. The refunds totaled $34,380.
The suspects also were from Honduras and admitted to sheriff’s deputies they were illegal aliens. Each
had a phony ID that matched the name on the IRS
check.
Deputies also obtained copies of the fraudulent
tax returns indicating they were prepared by a tax
preparer from Clinton. CJ was unable to determine if
this scheme is related to the Mejia and Lainez-Flores
case.
Deputies seized the checks and briefly detained
the five people but did not arrest them. Sheriff Jimmy
Thornton told CJ that the matter is in the hands of
the IRS.

Other cases
Last year, federal officials charged New Bern
residents Jeffrey Glenn Toohey and Christopher
Fleming with SIRF, bank fraud, and related crimes. In
2010, Toohey and Fleming broke into the New Bern
Jackson Hewitt tax office, stealing more than 300 files
containing the personal information of tax clients.
They opened credit card accounts with the stolen identities and purchased items with the fraudulent accounts. They used public Wi-Fi access spots to
open Yahoo and Gmail accounts with the stolen identities. Then they filed 2010 tax returns in the names of
Jackson Hewitt clients and directed the tax refunds
to either debit cards or addresses they controlled.
In October, they pleaded guilty to several
charges. Toohey was sentenced to 125 months in
prison and ordered to pay $261,354 in restitution.
Fleming, who had a lesser role in the schemes, was
sentenced to 30 months in prison and ordered to pay
$204,799 in restitution.
SIRF also takes place with state revenue agencies. As previously reported by CJ, fraudsters used
the Sherron Road address of a Durham homeowner
as a drop box for revenue agencies to send their refund checks.
Beginning March 1, the homeowner intercepted several pieces of correspondence and checks
addressed to others, including a $1,651 check from
the State of Maryland to Sherry D. Arozarena and a
$1,746 check also from Maryland to Jessica B. Fonseca, and a $4,108 check to Jody A. Freed from the IRS.
The homeowner also received a letter from the
N.C. Department of Revenue addressed to a Jody
Freed. It said the department could not process

In another instance of stolen-identity tax refund fraud, the N.C. Department of Revenue issued a $440 state income
tax refund to a Jorge Diaz Gonzalez and mailed it to a Durham address that was being used in a stolen-identity
refund scheme. The house number has been deleted by the editors. (CJ photo by Don Carrington)

Freed’s return and that it must be resubmitted with
W-2 and 1099 forms as well as a copy of Freed’s IRS
tax return form.
The homeowner saw strange people checking his mailbox and others on the street. Two of his
neighbors also had received checks and correspondence addressed to people who did not live there.
The homeowners turned over all checks and correspondence to federal officials.
But in April the North Carolina Department of
Revenue issued a $440 state income tax refund to a
Jorge Diaz Gonzalez and mailed it to the same Sherron Road home even though Gonzalez did not live
at that address and is likely using a fictitious name.
The Gonzalez check was issued weeks after CJ
informed senior officials in the department that the
Sherron Road address was being used in attempts to
collect fraudulent tax refunds from the Internal Revenue Service and other state revenue agencies.

‘There was a mistake’
Revenue department spokesman Jerry Coble
told CJ, “I have investigated the matter and found
that we did stop the refund for review as a potential
fraudulent refund request, but an employee mistakenly approved the refund when it should not have
been issued. This was a mistake by an individual
employee, and we have reviewed the error with that
employee for future reference.”
“I am proud to say in both examples you provided me we did identify the refunds as fraudulent,”
he said. Coble said his department “has a very effective fraudulent refund detection program” compared to other states. “We hope this error will not
overshadow the thousands of fraudulent refunds
that were prevented from being issued by our agency
every year,” he said.
The department routinely files charges against
individuals who fail to file state income tax returns
as well as individuals who fabricate W-2 forms, but
charges involving identity theft are rare.
By reviewing past press releases CJ found only
one identity theft case since 2008. In 2010, Charlotte
certified public accountant Angelene Melton Dunlap
pleaded guilty to charges filed by the department.
The investigation found that she obtained new Tax
Identification Numbers for former clients and submitted at least 33 fraudulent returns using their
names.
Coble said his department does not have an estimate of how much money is lost to identity theft.
While SIRF has been going on for years, only
recently have federal officials offered recommenda-

tions on how to stop it. One of the main problems
is that employers are required to deliver Form W-2
statements of earnings and withholding to employees by January 31 of each year, but employers are not
required to send the same information to the federal
government until March 31 if they file electronically.
Fraudsters take advantage of this gap in information
flow to the IRS.
In July 2012, Treasury Inspector General for Tax
Administration Russell George’s office issued a report stating that for tax year 2011, the IRS reported
that it had detected 938,644 tax returns involving
identity theft and prevented the issuance of fraudulent tax refunds totaling $6.5 billion. But the losses
from undetected identity fraud are substantial. His
office’s analysis of data from the 2010 tax year identified 1.5 million returns, representing $5.2 billion, that
likely were filed by identity thieves.

Combatting SIRF
To combat SIRF the report stated, “Access to
third-party income and withholding information at
the time the tax returns are processed is the single
most important tool that the IRS could have to identify and prevent tax refund fraud. However, most of
the third-party information is not available until well
after tax return filing begins.”
At a May 2 meeting of the IRS Oversight Board,
Government Accountability Office tax official James
White noted in written testimony that beginning last
year, the IRS started matching wage and tax withholding information from W-2 forms and other documents “to tax returns in March rather than later in
the spring or summer after the tax return filing season. IRS is exploring the possibility of more extensive
matching of information and tax returns before issuing tax refunds. This approach could also help IRS
address identity theft-related fraud.”
At the same Oversight Board meeting, Social
Security Administration Deputy Commissioner Marianna Lacanfora said that before the mid-1970s, employers were required to report wage information to
IRS and SSA on a quarterly basis. In 1976, legislation
changed wage reporting to an annual process. She
said President Obama’s 2014 budget included a provision that would require companies with 50 or more
employees to report wages electronically, allowing
SSA and IRS to review information from employers
more efficiently; the rule now applies to companies
with 250 or more employees. A second provision in
the budget would require wages to be reported to the
government quarterly rather than yearly, enhancing
the ability to detect fraud.
CJ
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From Page 1

Legislator Says Tillis Vacuum Affecting Tax-Saving Energy Legislation
Continued from Page 1

companies to enrich themselves. That
spotlight helped in beating back several other renewable bills that were bad
for the taxpayer, he said.
Hager hopes to continue fighting
for the conservative ideal of ending the
state’s renewable energy subsidies and
renewable energy purchase mandates
by resurrecting the issues as part of a
far-reaching study.
“It looks like we’re going to elevate this up to a Governor’s Blue Ribbon Study Commission,” Hager said.
“It’s kind of in the planning stages right now,” Hager said. He and Tillis
have met on the matter, and he said Tillis wants discussions to include Tony
Almeida, senior adviser to Gov. Pat
McCrory on jobs and the economy.
“I’m hoping it will start up before
we get out of session,” Hager said of
the blue ribbon panel. He envisions it
comprising members who are knowledgeable about energy and interested
in driving down the cost of energy in
North Carolina. “That has to be the
common tenet of any study commission.”
The speaker’s office did not
respond to a request for comment.
Samuelson called Hager’s measure
“a poorly constructed bill with uncertain economic impacts.” She said she
hoped the issue could be addressed by
a legislative study committee.
Almeida said there has been a
“diverse team of folks” meeting on renewable and traditional energy issues.
“They have delivered to us a
framework around energy policy and
strategy. We have not had a chance yet
to review that with the governor,” Almeida said.
Sometime this summer and fall
administration officials and legislative

The impending departure of House Speaker Thom Tillis (above) from the legislature
is pointed to by some as creating a rift
between House moderates and House
conservatives. (CJ file photo)

members will conduct “more detail
work on that [framework] with energy
experts,” Almeida said.
A blue ribbon commission is
“something we’re toying with,” he
said. “We’ll be determining our goforth position in the next [several]
weeks,” and whatever direction is
taken it will involve officials from the
state public Utilities Commission and
other departments that would be affected.
Almeida said scaling back mandates in Senate Bill 3, which requires
power companies to purchase increasingly rising, predetermined volumes of
renewable energy from solar, biomass,
poultry, and swine waste sources, likely would be considered.
He also said changes in state law
allowing third-party sales in the renewable market “would be an issue
that needs more study as well,” Almeida said. That would let individuals,
companies, or nonprofits that produce
renewable energy for their own use

sell surplus energy on the power grid.
Without specifying, he said there
are “a number of other policy issues
that need further work.”
McCrory is pursuing an “all-ofthe-above energy sources and resources [policy] to meet the needs of North
Carolina citizens and keep the state as
competitive as possible for investment
and job creation, which is our absolute
top priority,” Almeida said.
He said the “clean-tech cluster”
in the Triangle, and the green energy
“design, construction, and build cluster” in the Charlotte region have generated “a number of jobs.”
Hager has criticized what he
calls bloated job creation claims by the
renewable energy industry. A peerreviewed study by economists at the
Beacon Hill Institute of Suffolk
University in Boston for the John
Locke Foundation
made the same
case.
“There’s a lot
of money involved
there, a lot of policy” that drove the
opposition to H.B.
298, Hager said.
Renewable energy
companies “don’t want the gravy train
to end. They make a lot of money off
of this” and stick residential ratepayers
and small businesses with the subsidy
bill.
“We had people just coming out
of the woodwork saying, ‘You’re going
to hurt my bottom line,’” and that was
effective in persuading some Republicans to peel away from support of his
bill, Hager said.
But, he said, most of those testifying against the bill were landowners,

manufacturers, and hog and poultry
farmers with a vested financial interest in keeping the flow of tax dollars
intact.
“Anything where you have a sector of business being propped up by
taxpayers is not an ideal situation,”
Hager said.
“To do away with that is a very
conservative ideal,” he said. “We don’t
pick our winners and losers” in a freemarket economy.
“I think that you certainly have
got to be disappointed on what was a
good conservative issue” failing to win
Republican backing, Hager said. After the bill passed narrowly out of the
House Commerce Committee, six Republicans voted against it in an 18-13
vote that killed it in the Public Utilities
and Energy Committee that Hager
chairs.
“Like Rep.
[Jeff] Collins [a
Nash County Republican] told me,
‘I thought this was
a no-brainer. A
conservative issue
we should have
passed,’” Hager
said.
Hager said
he believed the GOP caucus was more
conservative than the leadership:
“Most of our caucus is conservative in
general,” he said. “I think if we would
have gotten it to the floor it would
have passed.”
He said he hopes the next House
speaker will embody and emphasize
conservative principles.
“I’m not running for speaker. I
haven’t even thought about it,” said
Hager, who is the House majority
whip. “I probably won’t even think
about it until sometime next year.” CJ

Critics say the
energy industry
has overstated
renewable energy
job creation
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Zingales: Increased Power of Large Firms Endangers Free Markets
By CJ Staff

I

“I call for what I call a political antitrust in the following sense, that when
we do the analysis of should we allow
this merger or not, the traditional way
in which this is done is you compare
sort of the efficiency of a merger with
the increasing market power and then
you see whether this is good for the
consumer or not. What is completely
ignored in this is the increased political power of being a larger firm.”

RALEIGH

n the darkest days of the recent
financial crisis, University of Chicago economist Luigi Zingales had
a bad feeling. He had seen this story
before, and the ending didn’t turn out
well. So Zingales wrote a book titled A
Capitalism for the People. He discussed
the book during the 2013 John W. Pope
Lecture at N.C. State University. Zingales also discussed the book with
Mitch Kokai for Carolina Journal Radio. (Head to http://www.carolinajournal.com/cjradio/ to find a station
near you or to learn about the weekly
CJ Radio podcast.)
Kokai: What was it in the financial crisis that raised a red flag for you?
Zingales: I think, most importantly, the fact that I saw the government acting much more in the interest
of the financial industry than in the
interest of the population at large, and
people feeling this and resenting that
tremendously. And this, in combination with an increase in inequality,
makes support for a free-market system a serious risk.
Kokai: This reminded you of
your home country, Italy?
Zingales: Absolutely. I think that
historically in Italy there’s always been
more pressure toward equality, kind of
more socialist pressure, but the manifestation of this socialist pressure was
in a reduction of the incentives at the
individual level, and a lot of control by
the government that tended to be sort
of corrupt and favor nepotism.
Kokai: So as you saw what was
happening in the U.S. and remembering what happened in Italy, what was
your response?
Zingales: My response is we
need to act now before it’s too late.
There is a big hope because in the United States there is a tradition of support
for free markets that doesn’t exist in Italy. So I don’t think that the case is lost.
There is an opportunity, but we need
to explore this opportunity now rather
than sit and be complacent, in a sense.
What irritated me the most about
the response to the financial crisis is
that there was a huge divide between
this kind of Left and Right, and the
Left was criticizing everything, and the
Right was trying to save everything.
And I’m saying no.
I think that we should recognize
what went wrong. We should improve
what went wrong, without throwing
away the baby with the bathwater. I
think that it’s very important to make
this distinction, and I don’t see very
many commentators … making that

Luigi Zingales
Economist
University of Chicago

distinction. And I think that’s why I
felt I needed to speak up.
Kokai: Some things need to
preserved. Some need to be changed.
What do you see that needs to happen
in the U.S.?
Zingales: First of all, I think it’s
very important to ensure that the playing field is level. Then, firms sort of
should start and have as an objective
to be profitable in the marketplace, not
to achieve some preferential treatment
in Washington. And, unfortunately,
this seems to be less and less the case.
I think that it’s quite important that
firms don’t become so big to become
too powerful in Washington.
I think that the old tradition of
antitrust back from the end of the 19th
century, the beginning of the 20th century, was mostly a tradition of antibigness. And then later we economists
sort of interpreted this as the inefficiency of monopolies and blah, blah, blah.
But I think it’s mostly an add-on
rationalization because the real initial
justification was people were concerned that being too big means being
too powerful politically, and that distorts the system. And I think I would
like to recover a bit of that.
I call for what I call a political antitrust in the following sense, that when
we do the analysis of should we allow
this merger or not, the traditional way
in which this is done is you compare
sort of the efficiency of a merger with
the increasing market power and then
you see whether this is good for the
consumer or not. What is completely
ignored in this is the increased political
power of being a larger firm.
And coming from Europe, I’m

all too familiar with so-called national champions. These are firms that
are disproportionately big within the
country, and they are in a cozy relationship with the government, which
is very damaging on both sides. And
that’s what I would like to prevent in
the United States … the excess concentration of industry. And the financial
industry, in that sense, is a very good
example of what can go wrong.
Kokai: What happens here in the
United States if we do nothing and allow the cronyism to fester?
Zingales: I think it’s a slow and
very painful decline with a lot of social tension and a sort of a reduction
in the vibrancy and productivity of the
economy, in a sense. What you have is,
on the one hand, some populist pressure will force some equalities so that
incentives will be dampened and people will be less attracted to come to the
United States.
On the other hand, you will have
much more sort of government redistribution of resources with the cronyism that this brings, and with the
slowdown in productivity growth, et
cetera, that this brings.
So the problem of this crisis is not
immediate traumatic effect. It’s a slow
undermining of the expectations and
beliefs of people, and by the time you
realize this has happened, very often
it’s too late.
And so that’s the urgency, not because the problem will arise tomorrow,
it is the urgency because if you don’t
start early enough, it’s too late.
Kokai: Some people might hear
what you’re saying and agree that we

need to do something. What do we
need to do to start addressing the problem?
Zingales: … The first point that
you want to take is realize that there is
a big distinction between a pro-market
agenda and a pro-business agenda.
Most people tend to identify the two,
and often they are aligned, but often
they’re not. And this is the typical situation: A businessman or a businesswoman wants free markets when they
enter a new industry, and once they’re
in they want to build barriers to entry
so they’ll make more profits.
And this process of building barriers to entry is sort of natural and
healthy if it is restricted to sort of a
market, typical competitive strategies
like building a technological lead, creating a brand name, a reputation, et
cetera.
When it comes to how you enroll
the support of the government to erect
this barrier to entry and make [a company] bigger, that’s where the useful
things break down. That’s the danger.
And businessmen are delighted
to have those bigger barriers to entry, and a pro-market agenda is not
in favor of that. So I think that … understanding this is looking at the political spectrum in a different way.
Because today, you have a discussion:
Are you pro-business or anti-business? That’s not the right discussion.
So I hope that this will help
contribute to the emergence of political figures that campaign on the basis of a truly pro-market agenda, and
put pressure on representatives on
those grounds. And that would be the
beginning of a change.
CJ
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Personality Tests Could
Hike Low Graduation Rates
By Jenna Ashley Robinson
Contributor

M

RALEIGH

any factors contribute to the
nation’s low college graduation rates, including students’ poor preparation, their need to
earn money by working, and schools’
failure to provide the right classes.
But another reason is students’ lack of
knowledge about how their interests
align with college majors and careers.
Switching majors forces students
to stay in school longer to complete
their required courses, delaying graduation.
Better
advice would reduce last-minute
changes and help
students
think
more
carefully
about potential
careers.
One
tool
that could be used
to meet those
goals is an assessment called the
Birkman Method,
which consists of a 298-question personality assessment and a series of
related reports. The assessment, provided by Birkman International Inc., is
used in industry for team building, executive coaching, leadership development, and interpersonal conflict resolution. For college freshmen, it can be
used for career counseling and helping
to select a major.
Birkman already is used at several universities, including the University of South Carolina’s Moore School
of Business, Emory University, and
Colgate University.
Earlier this year, a representative
from Hurleigh & Company of Charlotte, a consulting firm that administers the Birkman method, asked this
reporter to take the test. He wanted to
know whether I thought it would be a
helpful tool in North Carolina’s universities and community colleges.
I agreed to be a test subject — and
found the assessment fairly accurate.
Had I taken it as a freshman, it’s possible I might have focused my efforts on
graduate school from the beginning,
instead of aiming for law school for
the first two years of my undergraduate education. Maybe I would have
graduated a semester earlier — but
certainly I would have had a clearer
idea of what my strengths were.
But Birkman isn’t the only tool
available. Perhaps the most widely
known assessment is the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator assessment, a questionnaire designed to measure psychological preferences in how people perceive
the world and make decisions. But this
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doesn’t focus directly on how to translate one’s mental approach to a career.
Another popular test is Strengthsfinder, first introduced in the 2001
management book Now, Discover Your
Strengths. The tool helps users discover
their five most prominent talents.
Many North Carolina schools use
assessment tools already, at least for
some segments of the student body.
UNC-Charlotte uses Myers-Briggs
and Strengthsfinder. UNC School of
the Arts administers the Self-Directed Search. Students who visit career
services at UNC-Chapel Hill have a
choice of several
assessments.
At
UNC-Charlotte
and Western Carolina
University,
students can take
FOCUS-2. In most
cases, assessments
are offered through
the career services
or advising offices.
C u r r e n t l y,
no school in the
system
administers assessments to all students. However, N.C. Central University might
be headed in that direction. Central
strongly encourages freshmen to
complete a Myers-Briggs-type assessment called Type Focus Careers and
to attend a class built around career
guidance. And now, there is a recommendation before Central’s university senate to make a freshman course
on career guidance mandatory for all
students. As a part of that course, all
students would take the career assessment. Such a course might speed students’ progress to graduation.
Although no comprehensive
study shows whether using assessments improves graduation rates or
time to graduation, anecdotal evidence
suggests that assessments should have
a place on campus.
The Moore School of Business
at the University of South Carolina
reports that since using the Birkman
Method, its job placement rate for
graduates has increased from 45 percent to 88 percent. Administrators at
Emory, where more than 5,000 business students have taken the Birkman,
also are pleased with the results.
Students need clear direction in
order to minimize time to degree and
make it more likely for them to graduate. Interest and career assessment
tools can be one way to do that. CJ

Some schools
in the UNC System
are trying out
tools for assessing
career interest

Jenna Ashley Robinson is outreach
coordinator for the John W. Pope Center
for Higher Education Policy.
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Stop Subsidizing
Failure

he long economic malaise
often don’t last longer than their
has forced states to pull back
freshman year — most likely they
on funding public university
learn little; that’s why they drop
systems. After several years of
out.
reduced appropriations, however,
Another argument against
many schools say they have cut to
quantifying the cost-of-noncomthe bone and must scramble to find pletion too narrowly: Some rate of
new savings.
noncompletion is necessary for a
At least one place has huge
school to maintain rigorous coursepotential for ending wasteful
work and high grading standards.
higher education spending: Stop
Otherwise, schools could use grade
subsidizing students who do not
inflation and weak courses to
graduate. According to a forthmaintain high graduation rates.
coming study by Harry Stille, the
Keeping students who are
director of the Higher Education
not applying themselves in school
Research/Policy Center
past their first year or so
in South Carolina, the
is hardly of any benefit to
key is admissions policy
the state. It would be far
— students who are more
better — for the state and
qualified are more likely
for the students — that
to graduate, and sooner.
they learned a trade or
Schools that admit only
gained work experience.
students who are likely
Stille’s list of recomto graduate do not waste
mendations to improve
much money, while
the current situation is
schools with low admisshort, simple, and senJAY
sion standards waste
sible:
State universities
SCHALIN
money excessively.
should not enroll freshStille’s data show
men who have SATs bethat the relationship
low 910 (or ACTs below
between admissions criteria and
19), who graduated in the bottom
graduation rates is extremely
half of their high school classes, or
strong. The 10 state university syswho require remedial education
tems with the most difficult admis- before they can handle collegesions criteria were all in the top 20
level studies.
systems for graduation rates. ConAs commonsensical as those
versely, of the 10 state systems with recommendations seem, they are
the easiest admissions criteria, only likely to draw howls of protest
two — New Hampshire and Rhode from the academic community and
Island — ranked higher than 37th
other interest groups. In North
best for graduation rates.
Carolina, five schools have average
Stille computes the cost to
freshman SATs below 910.
the state from students dropping
Stille’s recommended stanout by multiplying the number
dards are not severe; the College
of students who enroll in college
Board that administers the SAT exbut fail to complete their studies
ams recommends a 1030 SAT score
(“noncompleters”) at a school (or
as the minimum needed to perform
system) by the amount the state
college-level academic work. And
subsidizes students at that school.
even with higher standards at the
Arizona State University is the
universities, nobody gets denied
most wasteful, with an annual cost- access to a public higher education.
of noncompletion of roughly $26
Community colleges have academmillion. The University of Virginia
ic programs that permit students
is at the other extreme, wasting less to prove themselves ready for the
than a quarter of a million dollars
next level at a much lower cost to
per year due to dropouts.
taxpayers.
But such a simplistic method
The cost of noncompletion
fails to take into account the many
may be an imprecise measure, but
caveats, extenuating circumstances, that doesn’t mean Stille’s basic
and qualitative concerns that
assumption — public universities
render computing the “cost of non- need to raise admissions standards
CJ
completion” exceedingly difficult.
— is wrong.
One claim against such a
Jay Schalin is director of state
calculation is that even dropouts
policy analysis for the John W. Pope
increase their skill level. This may
be true in some cases, but dropouts Center for Higher Education Policy.
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Campus Briefs

t’s summertime, meaning graduation season for North Carolina’s colleges and universities.
This year’s lineup of commencement speakers featured a large
number of tech industry leaders,
some celebrities from TV news,
and numerous academics.
One of the most prominent
tech industry leaders to serve as a
commencement speaker was Steve
Wozniak, co-founder of Apple
computers. He spoke to graduates
of High Point University.
UNC-Chapel Hill snagged
Steve Case, co-founder of America
Online.
At Duke University, Melinda
Gates gave the commencement
address. Gates is a philanthropist
and wife of Microsoft founder Bill
Gates.
North Carolina State University’s commencement speaker also
made it big in a technical field, albeit not computing. Phillip Freelon
is the president of an architecture
firm responsible for building the
new Smithsonian museum for African-American history.
Wake Forest University hosted Gwen Ifill, managing editor of
“Washington Week” and senior
correspondent for the “PBS NewsHour.”
Elon University hosted Brian Williams, the anchor of “NBC
Nightly News.”
North Carolina Central University featured Fredericka Whitfield, correspondent and anchor
for CNN.
John Kasay, former kicker
and all-time points leader for the
Carolina Panthers football team,
spoke at Wingate University.
Pat McCrory, governor of
North Carolina, spoke at Catawba
College, his alma mater.
Erskine Bowles, former president of the UNC system and White
House chief of staff for President
Clinton, spoke at William Peace
University.
Joseph Bathanti, North Carolina’s seventh poet laureate as of
2011, spoke at Warren Wilson College and St. Andrews University.
Denny Rydberg, president
of Young Life, the national youth
Christian ministry, spoke at Montreat College.
Michael Blackwell, president
of Baptist Children’s Homes of
North Carolina, spoke at Mars Hill
College.
Belmont Abbey College featured Gregory Hartmeyer, bishop
of the Roman Catholic Diocese of
Savannah, Ga., in its commencement address.
CJ
Duke Cheston is a writer for the
John W. Pope Center for Higher Education Policy.
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UNC System Lukewarm on No-Bid Energy Contracts
By Dan Way
Associate Editor

A

RALEIGH

bill making no-bid contracts standard practice for
state-mandated “guaranteed energy-savings contracts” appears to clash with the contracting preferences of the UNC system. Senate Bill 547, titled Energy
Savings Contracting Agreements, passed the Senate 47-0 in
early May and was sent to the House.
The bill sailed through the Senate Finance Committee
April 30 but received a much rockier reception two weeks
earlier in the Senate Commerce Committee. Some lawmakers raised concerns that the no-bid format is anti-competitive and could lead to cronyism in awarding lucrative contracts for state projects up to $500 million.
“The idea is to give private energy contractors an opportunity to bid on these governmental projects without
spending an arm and a leg to get there,” said Sen. Neal Hunt,
R-Wake. He is primary sponsor of S.B. 547 and described it
as a pro-business reform.
The bill is “doing away
with competition and giving
somebody a preferred status,
and that doesn’t seem logical
to me,” said Sen. Dan Blue, DWake. “The reason we have the
bid process in the public sector
is to make sure you don’t get
too cozy with folks. It’s OK in
the private sector.”
The current competitive
bidding process for an energy
savings project “prohibits many
small contractors from bidding
on it because sometimes it costs
as much as $100,000 to design
the plan,” making it unaffordable, Hunt said.
Instead, the bill would
empower the State Energy
Office to compile a list of precertified vendors who have
sufficient numbers of staff, appropriate technical expertise,
experience, and financial backing.
The governmental agency seeking the work would select from the prequalified list a contractor with the right skill
sets for that particular project, and then negotiate all of the
engineering, architecture, design, and cost of the project.
Currently, state agencies put out a request for proposals containing specifications that already were designed,
and “vendors have to give a detailed analysis of how they’re
going to save money” in meeting those specs, Hunt said.
“That means they have to design the plan, and then
after they design it they have to figure out how much it will
cost to implement it, how much it will cost to build it,” Hunt
said. All that preliminary legwork drives up the costs for
contractors, who forfeit that money if they don’t have the
winning bid on the contract.
Under S.B. 547, contracts would be “self-liquidating,”
meaning contractors would be paid over a predetermined
number of years from the energy savings achieved, Hunt
said. Contractors would be bonded, so if the savings are not
achieved, the payments would not occur and the bonding
company would have to pay the difference.
“The second part of the bill requires all universities to
comply with this requirement” by repealing previous legislation, Hunt said. “What we’re trying to do here is give
private companies an opportunity to bid on this business
and generate more jobs for our economy.”
The state previously gave the UNC system authority
to implement energy conservation projects at member universities without entering into a guaranteed energy savings
contract, but N.C. State University was the only named institution in the statutes.

N.C. State “will be allowed to continue any projects in
the pipeline as long as it’s identified by the end of this year
and financed by the end of the following year,” Hunt said.
That appears to be contrary to what the UNC system
prefers.
The UNC Board of Governors’ 2013-14 legislative policy agenda proposes amending state statutes “to broaden the
board’s authority to authorize qualified UNC campuses to
implement energy measures without entering into guaranteed energy savings contracts,” said Joni Worthington, vice
president for communications for the UNC System.
“Several UNC campuses have demonstrated the capacity to efficiently self-manage their energy conservation
programs, and executing selected conservation projects
in-house, with appropriate Board of Governors oversight,
would enable them to achieve significant energy savings at
lower cost,” Worthington said.
“UNC campuses routinely contract with private-sector
companies when most efficient and cost-effective, and those
that lack the required staffing
and expertise would continue
to enter into guaranteed energy
savings contracts,” she said.
During the Senate Commerce Committee meeting,
Blue and Sen. Floyd McKissick,
D-Durham, questioned the nobid provisions.
After the State Energy Office develops a list of qualified
vendors, Blue asked, “What’s
wrong with them going into a
competitive bid environment”
among the precertified contractors.
“Well, that’s what we
have now,” Hunt said. “The
idea behind this is to avoid the
expended time, upfront costs
of deciding exactly what measures need to be taken to generate these energy savings. So the
idea is to negotiate the contract with somebody you know
can do the job, and negotiate with them to the lowest price
you can get.”
Sen. Rick Gunn, R-Alamance, said it is best to go with
the no-bid contracts “because of the newness of the industry
and how unique it is.”
Every energy savings situation “is going to be very,
very unique because of many, many variables,” and “we’re
going to regret” staying with the current process when trying to draw up complex design plans, Gunn said.
“I think we’re just putting ourselves in a position we
don’t really want to go,” Gunn said.
McKissick allowed that this is “a unique approach that
deserves some experimentation,” but he wanted to ensure
contractors wouldn’t be “competitively disadvantaged” in
getting future contracts under a system in which only some
contractors are given preclearance.
“Small firms don’t have that wide degree of skill sets
under one office all the time,” McKissick said. It is not uncommon for them to build a consortium, “a joint venture
almost,” in collaboration with other small firms to be able to
compete with larger companies.
Those small companies might be able to produce a
better, more cost-effective plan, but never get on a list of
prequalified vendors because they wouldn’t have all the
staff and expertise under one roof.
Blue said he was uncomfortable with the bill.
“Each time you carve out an exception, it means
you’re less believing in that theory that you deliver the best
value to the consumer or taxpayer when you subject it to
CJ
competitive bids,” Blue said.
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Book About One Flagship University Not Good News for Others

S

tate flagship universities have
an image problem. They want
people to think of them as places
where students are dedicated to their
studies, but also can have some fun.
Watch the glowing ads such schools
run at halftime in televised football
and basketball games.
The problem is that information
keeps getting out, showing that for
many students, the
fun overwhelms
the studying.
When parents
and taxpayers
hear that, they
are apt to conclude that their
kids shouldn’t go
there and their
tax money is beGEORGE
ing squandered.
LEEF
Just a little bit of
truth can wipe out
millions of dollars
worth of PR work.
A new book by sociologists
Elizabeth Armstrong and Laura Hamilton, Paying for the Party, contains
much more than a bit of embarrassing
information about a state flagship.
It’s like a garbage scow, heaped to the
maximum. The authors interviewed
the women who lived on one floor of
a dorm at the school when they were
freshmen, and kept up with them for
five years. Much of what we learn
from their experience will prove terribly damaging to the university’s
image.
Which school is it? The authors
don’t name the university they put
under the microscope, but a number
of clues give it away — it’s Indiana

right) will give
University at
them the contacts
Bloomington. From
and credentials
their interviews
Issues
they need for fuwith the 50 young
ture success.
women, the auin
The everthors paint a wartsHigher Education
present party culand-all portrait of
ture on and around
life at Indiana, and
the campus is like
it’s ugly.
a giant star whose
Armstrong
gravity affects evand Hamilton
erything else — for the worse. Partybegin by observing that there are
ing consumes lots of time and money,
three “pathways” for students at the
with terrible results for many.
university: the Mobility Pathway, the
Some of the students who try
Professional Pathway, and the Party
initially to focus on academic work
Pathway. Those labels oversimplify
are unable to
matters, but they
resist the allure of
help to explain a
the party scene.
lot about student
That is a serious
goals and expectapitfall for many of
tions.
the “strivers” on
Mobilthe Mobility Pathity students are
way. While some
mostly from
had the strength
relatively lowerof will to focus on
income families,
academic work,
and they hope to
which meant
use college as a
putting up with
springboard to
snide remarks and ostracism from
rise in socio-economic class. (I think
the fun crowd, many did not. They
it’s misleading to talk about “class”
did poorly, even though their courses
in the United States, but I won’t go
were not at all difficult.
off on that tangent.) Most of them are
Why don’t school officials crack
looking for some kind of useful busidown on the excessive partying, get
ness credential.
rid of the easy majors, and run IU in a
Professional students might
way that’s more helpful to students?
come from any background, and they
want to use their undergraduate years Armstrong and Hamilton contend
as a means of getting into a career like that university officials like the school
the way it is because it suits their
law or medicine.
The Party students are in college interests. The dominance of partying
and sports coupled with a host of easy
to have fun. They believe that taking
majors enables IU to recruit many stuone of the “easy majors” (the authors’
dents, including many out-of-staters
term, and I’m glad they’re so forth-

Paying for
the Party hurts
the images
of all flagship
universities

paying high tuition.
How did the women that Armstrong and Hamilton studied do?
Some of the partiers landed good jobs,
although their IU education rarely
had much to do with it. (Good parental connections meant much more.)
Most of the Professional Pathway
women were able to earn the degrees
they wanted — although not always
the employment they had envisioned.
And a small number of the “mobility”
students completed their studies at IU
and found fairly good jobs.
But many of the students were
“at risk of downward mobility.” IU
had only left them in debt for years
of wasted time. Quite a few were
employed in jobs that don’t require
college education, such as the student
with a tourism degree who was working as a $13 per hour event planner for
a “gated community.”
What the book demonstrates
is another aspect of the mismatch
argument. Just as “affirmative action”
mismatches preferentially admitted
students to schools where the academic standards are too demanding for
them, so does the allure of big-name
flagship universities mismatch students who ought to enroll elsewhere,
both to economize and to avoid the
distracting campus environment.
Many Americans still believe
that going to college, especially at a
famous flagship like Indiana, is a good
“investment.” Paying for the Party
should help dispel that notion.
CJ

George Leef is director of research
at the John W. Pope Center for Higher
Education Policy.
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• George Gilder, the living
author quoted most often by Ronald Reagan, is back with a work
that will overturn the conventional wisdom at a time our economy
desperately needs a new direction.
In Knowledge and Power, Gilder
breaks away from the supply-side
model of economics to present a
new paradigm: the epic conflict
between the knowledge of entrepreneurs and the blunt power of
government. The knowledge of
entrepreneurs, and their freedom
to share and use that knowledge,
are the sparks that light up the
economy and set its gears in motion. The power of government to
regulate, stifle, manipulate, subsidize, or suppress knowledge and
ideas is the inertia that slows those
gears down, or keeps them from
turning at all. Learn more at www.
regnery.com.
• American society has become anti-male. Men are sensing
the backlash and are dropping out
of college, leaving the work force,
and avoiding marriage and fatherhood at alarming rates. Helen
Smith’s Men On Strike looks at the
topic from the viewpoint of men:
Why should they participate in a
system that increasingly seems to
be stacked against them? As the interviews and surveys in this book
demonstrate, men are acting rationally in response to the lack of
incentives society offers them to
be responsible fathers, husbands,
and providers. More information
at www.encounterbooks.com.
• The last days of colonialism
taught America’s revolutionaries
that soldiers in the streets bring
conflict and tyranny. As a result,
our country generally has kept the
military out of law enforcement.
But according to investigative reporter Radley Balko, over the last
several decades, America’s cops
have increasingly come to resemble
ground troops. The consequences
have been dire: The home is no longer a place of sanctuary, the Fourth
Amendment has been gutted, and
police today have been conditioned to see the citizens they serve
as an other — an enemy. In Rise of
the Warrior Cop, Balko shows how
politicians’ ill-considered policies
and relentless declarations of war
against vague enemies like crime,
drugs, and terror have blurred the
distinction between cop and soldier. For more, visit www.publicafCJ
fairsbooks.com.
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Movie review

‘The Hobbit’ Worthy Precursor to ‘Lord of the Rings’
• “The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey,” directed by Peter
Jackson, Warner Bros. Pictures, 169 minutes, DVD release
March 19.
By David N. Bass
Contributor

T

RALEIGH

en years after J.R.R. Tolkien’s “Lord of the Rings”
graced the big screen, the world of Middle Earth
makes a solid return in Peter Jackson’s first installment in “The Hobbit” trilogy.
The film, recently released on DVD, is a worthy precursor to the “Lord of the Rings” films, and I look forward
to seeing what Jackson will do with the final two installments — the first of which is slated for release just before
Christmas.
As a teenager, I collected first editions of Tolkien’s Lord
of the Rings trilogy and The Hobbit, so I’ve always been a fan
of the tales. So far, Jackson has translated these stories into
film, mostly staying true to the narrative core while making
changes necessary for a Hollywood production.
For those unfamiliar
with this prelude to “The
Lord of the Rings,” “The
Hobbit: An Unexpected
Journey” follows the adventures of Bilbo Baggins,
Gandalf the Wizard, and 13
dwarves as they seek to regain the dwarves’ lost kingdom — and lost treasure —
from Smaug the dragon.
Purists will loathe the
liberties that Jackson takes
with the original story. It
seems implausible to make
three movies out of The Lord
of the Rings (comprising three
books) and three movies out
of The Hobbit (a stand-alone
book of 320 pages). Jackson
pulls it off, but not without
ample additions to the tale.
Blessedly, few of the
changes take away from the
story’s primary elements.
One big exception is the subplot that pits Thorin Oakenshield (the leader of the
dwarves) against Azog the
Goblin. Without going into
needless detail, Azog wants
to smite Thorin’s head from
his body for cutting off his
hand in battle. Thorin seeks
to return the favor as revenge for his grandfather’s
untimely passing at the hands of Azog.
Azog isn’t a character in the written version of The
Hobbit. Gandalf briefly mentions him as the murderer of
Thorin’s grandfather. Yet Jackson grants Azog the role of
primary antagonist in the film version.
Given that Jackson wanted The Hobbit to be a trilogy,
it’s understandable that he would introduce Azog as the
chief enemy. The first film needed a cliffhanger to serve as
a bridge to the second. The conflict — and final battle —
between Thorin and Azog fit the bill. Even so, it added an
unwelcome element of Hollywood campiness.
On the topic of Hollywood campiness, Radagast’s
bunny sled is the closest that Jackson has come to commit-

ting a mortal sin against the memory of Tolkien. Thankfully,
this cartoonish foray was brief.
The 13 dwarves are interesting and generally wellplayed as the comic relief. Actor Richard Armitage was too
youthful to portray Thorin, who was supposed to be 195
years old at the time of the quest to regain the treasure (the
average dwarf has a lifespan of 250 years), but he still does
a good job.
On the positive side, Martin Freeman plays Bilbo superlatively. In fact, he quickly became my favorite of the
Hobbit characters. I look forward to seeing where he’ll take
the character in the upcoming second installment, “The
Desolation of Smaug.”
Ian McKellen returns as Gandalf and puts in another
outstanding performance. But time has not been kind to
McKellen, and the audience is left to wonder how Gandalf
looks older in “The Hobbit,” set 60 years before “The Fellowship of the Ring,” which is the first installment in the
“Rings” trilogy. That’s particularly confusing because Gandalf is supposed to have lived for millennia. A rough 60
years?
On a similar note, it’s
amazing that Christopher
Lee could reprise his role
as Saruman, given that the
venerable actor was almost
90 years old at the time of
filming. He does a good
job, though you can tell he
is a bit slow in delivering
his lines, lacking the energy
that he had a decade earlier
when shooting the “Rings”
trilogy.
As a computer graphics creation, Gollum is astounding — particularly his
eyes. After watching “The
Hobbit” in theatres, I reviewed “The Two Towers”
(the second installment in
the “Rings” trilogy) from
2002, and the contrast is
significant. Ten years ago,
I thought Gollum couldn’t
get more realistic, but clearly he has. A decade makes a
world of difference.
As with “The Lord of
the Rings,” the visuals in
“The Hobbit” are astounding, especially when Bilbo,
Thorin, Gandalf, and Elrond
are examining the dwarves’
secret map in the moonlight.
Other parts are equally visually astounding but run
rather boring — for example, when the company escapes
from the goblins’ cavern. It begins to have a carnival or video game quality to it.
In the end, “The Hobbit” won’t please purists, and
their wrath likely will increase as the final two installments
are released. There isn’t much story left for Jackson to work
with, yet he has to fill close to six hours of additional screen
time. Plots will be expanded and shifted, and characters
added and changed.
My suggestion for Tolkien fans is to put a degree
of separation between the books and the films. The films
won’t match the books perfectly, nor should they. Even so,
the movies (at least so far) get the core elements right, and
CJ
Tolkien fans can’t be fair if they ask for more.
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It’s the Small Lessons In Life That Often Are the Most Important

M

y father reminded me for
what seemed to be the umpteenth time, “Paint with the
grain, son!” I had been assigned the
task of painting the picnic table and
benches.
I wasn’t a
lazy kid. But that
spring day was
one when no one
needed to be going
any place or doing
any particular
thing — especially work — in
a hurry. Yet there
I was with brush
TROY
in hand, painting
KICKLER
back and forth,
back and forth,
and trying to finish the job as fast as
possible.
I was reminded constantly of my
plight. The smell of spring was in the
air, and the flowers were blooming. It
was one of those afternoons that you
didn’t need to worry about overexerting yourself. You knew in a few
months, though, the situation would
be different.
I’d rather have been three doors
down, playing soccer in Brian’s backyard with the neighborhood boys.

(His mother complained that she
never could have a manicured lawn,
but she let us turn her backyard into
somewhat of a miniature desert, anyway.) Maybe she thought God wanted
that particular spot to be the neighborhood pitch. It was
like He had placed
the two long leaf
pines, more or less
10-12 feet apart, to
be used as a natural soccer goal.
It was that
type of day, when
I could have been
scoring goals past
the outstretched
arms of that kid
— I’ve forgotten
his name — who
wasn’t afraid to
play goalie and
dive and land on
the barren soil in
between those
sappy goalposts.
But there I was
swishing a paintbrush along the wood
grain.
It was that kind of spring day,
when I could have walked with Lenny
into the woods and spent a couple

hours at the creek searching for and
catching crawdads. It was an ongoing game of juvenile one-upmanship.
Squatting by the creek bed, we both
knew the best hiding places. Of
course, my mother always feared I
would find something else — a
snake. I knew that
was possible, but
I was too young
and having too
much fun seriously to factor in
the risk.
My friends
and I could have
been racing our
Huffy dirt bikes
— no Schwinns or
Mongooses for us
— up and down
the narrow roads
in the adjacent
tobacco fields. You
wanted to make
sure that you
took an early lead
before the first turn and then blocked
your competitors. If you couldn’t take
the lead, you wanted to be as close to
the leader as possible.
The farther back you were in

the pack, the more it seemed that you
battled primarily a billow of dust.
If you didn’t have the leg power to
steam-pedal by others, one by one, to
the front, you patiently worked and
tricked the guy (or gal) and passed
them. (Now that I think about it, it’s
funny how an unspoken honor code
evolved among us.) An afternoon at
the races must wait. I had a job to do,
and it required an essential skill — to
“paint with the grain.”
As a young boy, I soon learned
that the picnic table and those two
benches enhanced my life. They
seemed to call me when it was the sort
of day suggesting I might learn something if I sat down and heard the hoot
of the owl or the song of the annual
cicadas in the woods. I learned much
when it was the kind of day compelling me to pour a glass of sweet tea, sit
down, and talk with my family.
As I think back on that spring
afternoon, I remember a lot of things.
What sticks out now in my mind and
what I value most is that I learned to
“paint with the grain.”
Thanks, Dad.
CJ
Dr. Troy Kickler is director of the
North Carolina History Project (northcarolinahistory.org).

More research at your fingertips

at the redesigned John Locke Foundation home page
You can now search for research
by John Locke Foundation policy
analysts much easier than before.
Our new web page design allows
you to search more efficiently by
topic, author, issue, and keyword.
Pick an issue and give it a try. Or
choose one of our policy analysts
and browse through all of their research. Either way, we think you’ll
find the information presented helpful and enlightening.

http://www.johnlocke.org
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Austrian Perspective Offers Alternative to Boom-and-Bust Cycles
• Harry C. Veryser, It Didn’t Have To Be
This Way, Intercollegiate Studies Institute, 2012, 318 pages, $28.95.
By George Leef
Contributor
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his is one instance when a book’s
subtitle tells the reader more
about its content than the title
does. Veryser’s subtitle is “Why Boom
and Bust is Unnecessary — and How
the Austrian School of Economics
Breaks the Cycle.”
Now you know. The book is devoted to explaining Austrian School
thinking, especially with respect to our
problem of cycles of economic booms
followed by recessions.
The United States enjoyed a
boom, largely due to the housing bubble, from 2002-07, and since then we
have languished in a recession that
shows no sign of abating, much less
turning into another boom. Economists
and politicians keep proposing to solve
our troubles with plans to “stimulate”
the economy with more government
spending and more money creation by
the Federal Reserve.
Once you have read this book,
you will understand why such “solutions” not only must fail, but only
make matters worse. More than that,
you will understand why most of what
passes as “mainstream” economic

thinking is dragging the country away
from the sound principles that lead to
prosperity.
Many Americans regard economics as a bewildering jumble of mathematics and opaque jargon that they
can’t begin to decipher. Therefore, they
shrug and say that it must
be something we have to
“leave to the experts.”
Veryser, who teaches
economics at the University of Detroit-Mercy, addresses that destructive
notion, writing, “Economics is not — or does not
have to be — a mysterious science. Quite simply,
it is the study of reconciling the unlimited wants of
man with limited resources.” Properly explained,
ordinary people can grasp
the lessons of economics and see the
adverse consequences of government
tampering with money, prices, and incentives. That is exactly what the book
does.
Veryser weaves his lessons in
Austrian economic thinking into the
story of our modern economic condition. He starts with a chapter covering the development of the Austrian
School, then follows with a chapter on
the age of classical liberalism — the
century from the fall of Napoleon to

the outbreak of World War I.
During it, living standards increased far more rapidly than ever before. That happened, Veryser shows,
because the major nations adopted (for
the most part) the principles that make
economic progress possible, namely
the rule of law, free trade,
sound money based on
precious metal, economic
freedom, and low taxation.
The immense cataclysm of World War I not
only claimed millions of
lives and destroyed vast
amounts of property, but
also tore down the foundations of classical liberalism, setting the stage for
the economic misery of
the 1930s.
Why did the Great
Depression occur? Veryser explains the
Austrian theory that government meddling with money and credit drove
down interest rates, leading to a temporary, unsustainable boom. He supports the theory with historical data,
such as the Florida land craze in the
latter 1920s.
The ruinous, anti-market economic policies of the interwar years
may have made World War II inevitable. In 1944 the Allied powers, seeing
victory on the horizon, met in a confer-

ence at Bretton Woods, N.H., to work
out a postwar economic order that
would lead to peace and stable growth.
The author provides an excellent
analysis of Bretton Woods, showing
that it got some things right (especially
the efforts at preventing trade protectionism) but other things wrong. Its fatal flaw was reliance on the U.S. dollar
rather than gold as the system’s monetary anchor.
Veryser rips “Nixon’s Folly” of
eliminating the last vestige of the gold
standard (the ability of foreign governments to redeem dollars for gold)
and imposing wage and price controls.
Austrians attacked those decisions
when they were made (1971), and time
has validated their criticisms.
Reagan’s Rally, as the author
terms it, was a period of economic revival due to the relaxation of government regulation and tax cuts. Unfortunately, Reagan’s record was marred
in several major respects, especially
the use of protective tariffs and quotas,
and the blown opportunity to return to
gold.
Except for the Austrians, the economics profession has been wandering around in a theoretical fog, and
we are much the worse for it. Perhaps,
though, we are on the verge of what
Veryser optimistically calls “an Austrian moment” — a return to the sound
economic thinking it stands for. CJ

America the Beautiful Asks Whether Americans Have Lost Their Way
• Ben Carson, M.D., with Candy Carson, America the Beautiful: Rediscovering
What Made America Great, Zondervan,
2012, 205 pages, $14.99.
By Melissa Mitchell
Contributor
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he February 2013 National
Prayer Breakfast thrust neurosurgeon Ben Carson into the public
spotlight. Using biblical teachings and
historic examples, Carson gave commonsense solutions for many of issues
facing Americans today.
Conservatives applauded his remarks, and there were calls for him to
run for public office. The mainstream
media and other left-leaning critics
said that he used this address to embarrass President Obama.
If you liked Dr. Carson’s talk at
the prayer breakfast, you will like his
book, America the Beautiful: Rediscovering What Made America Great. Citing
biblical principles, America’s history,
and the writings of the Founding Fathers and the Framers of the Constitution, Carson’s book offers an expanded
version of his remarks at the prayer
breakfast.
As the book shows, Carson is

more than a neurosurgeon; he is an
academic, a researcher, a scholar, and a
voracious reader.
Using the acrostic, DIRECT, derived from the words denial, ignore,
resistance, exempt, comforting, and
transformation, Carson opens his
book with a fascinating contrast and
comparison of the original Boston Tea
Party and today’s Tea Party
movement.
Carson feels that
Americans need to ask,
“Do we value our freedom
enough to pursue it, or have
we lost our way without
realizing it? Do we benefit
from the principles that established this nation without understanding them?”
He then provides a
much-needed review of the
basic powers of government and the checks and
balances among the three branches
explored in the Constitution. Carson shows how many of these checks
and balances are being ignored today.
“There was no provision for the appointment of czars — as we have today to oversee the implementation of
policies ranging from the recovery of

the U.S. auto industry to doling out of
economic stimulus — without official
oversight,” states Carson.
He further notes, “I do not believe that the founding fathers intended for a fourth branch of government
to emerge — that of special interest
groups.”
Carson believes that the framers
would be appalled at how
the makeup of Congress has
changed. The framers envisioned a legislative branch
attracting people from
various walks of life who
served for a short time and
returned to their communities, rather than entrenched
politicians.
He believes strongly
there are too many lawyers
in Congress, whom he says
are “trained to win at any
cost,” which he says contributes to partisanship and needlessly
burdensome regulations. He says we
need to elect scientists and doctors
who use facts to make decisions and
solve problems.
Readers will be impressed with
his ideas on controlling spending and
reducing the national debt. He sug-

gests that every agency and department be required to cut 10 percent every year.
Just as there is no perfect person,
Carson says there is no perfect nation.
He cites examples of mistakes he has
made to illustrate the importance of
personal responsibility and learning
from one’s mistakes. He then translates those personal experiences into
lessons for the nation.
If you think that Carson should
run for president, this book is a mustread. Readers may not agree with all of
his ideas, but they will appreciate his
well-researched, logical reasoning on a
variety of issues.
His ideas on political correctness
will displease the left. And his rejection of reparations for slavery will not
please many in the African-American community. This reader was not
pleased with his views on immigration.
The one overwhelming aspect of
Ben Carson’s book is his love for his
country. Even though he has personally experienced racism and sees slavery
as a stain on America’s history, Carson
says, “I feel blessed to have lived here
in America for 60 years.”
CJ
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Movie review

In ‘Iron Man 3,’ the Real Man Behind the Iron Mask is Revealed

• “Iron Man 3,” directed by Shane Black, Disney, 130
minutes, released May 3.
By Amanda Shreve
Contributor
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am Iron Man.
That statement at the end of ”Iron Man” defines who Tony Stark is: Tony Stark is Iron Man,
and Iron Man is Tony Stark. They are one and the
same, and they’ve matured a lot over time.
In ”Iron Man” we see the egotistical playboy
billionaire begin his transformation into something
more. In “Iron Man 2” we still have a narcissist who
doesn’t play well with others, but he has made improvements: after all, he is in a stable-ish relationship now. In “Avengers” he actually takes one for the
team.
But who is this man without the iron? Who is
the real Tony? He couldn’t be the Stark of the previous three films. Too much has happened. Too much
has changed, and he couldn’t stagnate. A stagnant
Stark is no fun. We need more of Tony Stark — we
need to see who he has become.
We do.
For the first time, we really get to see behind the
iron facade. We see the man who created demons in
the past — the man who can’t sleep at night. Tony’s
character development is integral to the movie, and
Robert Downey Jr. does a smashing job portraying
Tony and all his stark emotions. Every step of the
way Downey makes you believe he is the man behind the mask, and that is transferred powerfully on
the screen.
Tony’s still Tony — he’s no sinner turned saint.
He remains a diamond in the rough, but he’s starting to shape up nicely. Stark’s character is real and
surprisingly relatable, even if he does have excessive
time to pursue his rich-man’s hobby. It is nice to see
his resourcefulness more in line with what we saw in
”Iron Man” than what we’ve seen since then.
Sure, Stark’s a jerk, but you can’t help but like
him. Stark’s appeal comes largely in always having the perfect comeback or response to a situation.

It’s nice in action-paced movies to be able to break a
smile and chuckle, even if the next moment you’re
back on the edge of your seat.
Intense. That was the word I used to describe
”Iron Man 3”’s first trailer, and it’s a description that
stuck through the rest of the previews and fits the
movie itself. After all, ”Iron Man 3” is an action film,
and there’s enough of it in the movie to keep folks
who live for action happy. Stark also has plenty of
cool new tech to go around.
While there were times when the action and
graphics were over the top, those moments don’t detract from the movie as a whole. ”Iron Man 3” has
its share of bad guy destruction and revenge, yet the
movie goes deeper than that.
There’s a lot in the previews to keep you in suspense, wondering what is going on between Tony
and Pepper Potts. It’s hard for things to get stale
when an old wannabe suitor and a former one-night
stand show up. Things get pretty heated before the
end of the movie, and Tony and Pepper are in a different place in life than before. We get to see how
they react to their current challenges, how that affects
them as a couple, and how much Tony still needs to
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learn about women.
For example, a two-story-tall stuffed rabbit
isn’t exactly the best Christmas present to give your
girlfriend, and Tony’s Christmas gift to the Mandarin
(a formidable and surprising villain) is about as carefully thought out.
We’ve seen it before: revenge. The man-to-man
challenge and the explosive result puts a lot of people in danger, requiring Col. James Rhodes and Stark
to team up once again in their beautiful working relationship. The War Machine has a paint job and has
been rechristened The Iron Patriot while Tony dons
his latest (but not greatest) Iron Man suit. Even with
a seeming advantage, Iron Man can’t face off against
the Mandarin alone, and sometimes a genius-soldier
team still needs backup.
All in all, I believe this is the best ”Iron Man”
(not “Avengers”) movie yet, but its strength lies in
the fact that it is the fourth film featuring Iron Man —
watching ”Iron Man,” “Iron Man 2,” and “Avengers”
before watching this film is necessary. For “Iron Man
3” to shine, it needs the other movies. Otherwise, it’s
similar to watching “Return of the Jedi” or “Return
of the King” by itself — a nice film, but what’s the
point?
The beauty of ”Iron Man 3” lies also in having seen it all before without realizing it. Stark begins with everything, and then it’s taken away. He’s
forced to cope and rebuild in unfamiliar territory
without his toys or tools. Revenge. Triumph. Reform.
Revelation. The skeleton of ”Iron Man 3” is ”Iron
Man” reborn, remade, and redeemed.
Even though the skeleton is the same, the flesh
and bones are different. The fact is that the Tony
Stark of ”Iron Man” has been on a journey that is
transforming him. It’s not every day someone — particularly someone like Stark — has a change of heart,
but those changes don’t happen overnight. ”Iron
Man 3” lets us see more of that journey, and causes
us to wonder what comes next for both the man and
the movies.
“Iron Man 3” shows us Stark raw — as we get to
see less of the iron, and more of the man.
CJ

Free Choice for Workers:
A History of the Right to Work Movement

Why Advertising is Good Business

By John Hood

President of the
John Locke Foundation

By George C. Leef

Vice President for Research at the
John William Pope Center for Higher
Education Policy

“[Selling the Dream] provides a
fascinating look into the world
of advertising and beyond ...
Highly recommended.”
Choice
April 2006
www.praeger.com

(Call Jameson Books, 1-800-426-1357, to order)

“He writes like a buccaneer...
recording episodes of bravery,
treachery, commitment and
vacillation.”
Robert Huberty
Capital Research Center
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Tax Reform
Alternatives

ax reform has been discussed
nesses that already collect sales
but not acted on for 20 years.
tax, such as retailers that sell both
This General Assembly and
computers (taxable goods) and
governor’s office are committed to
warranties (currently untaxed
fixing a tax system that was set up
services). Like the Senate plan, the
in the 1930s, when our economy
House plan flattens the income tax
was heavily dependent on agricul— lowering the rate to 5.9 percent.
ture and manufacturing. The tax
It increases the per-child tax credit.
code is outdated in a service-driven
It also caps rather than eliminates
economy. In addition, over time
the mortgage-interest deduction. It
we’ve seen carve-outs, exemptions,
caps the exemption for nonprofits
and special treatment resulting
at $5 million (affecting fewer than
in an inequitable, confusing, and
a dozen big hospitals and private
convoluted system that no longer
colleges). The House cuts the corworks.
porate tax to 6.75 percent.
But cleaning up an
The overall tax cut under
outdated system is not the
the House plan would be
real reason we need tax
about half that of the Senreform. With the nation’s
ate plan over three years,
fifth-highest unemployand appears to be less
ment rate (after California,
weighted against moderNevada, Mississippi, and
ate-income families.
Illinois) and high overall
Both plans lower the
tax rates compared to our
business franchise tax by
neighbors, we have fallen
10 percent and abolish the
BECKI
behind in competition
state death tax.
for new and expanding
Gov. Pat McCrory
GRAY
businesses, resulting in an
seems to be waiting to see
economy that is burdened
what kind of compromise
rather than robust. A more complan can be developed. Whatever
petitive, pro-growth tax system can
the final tax reform looks like, it
spur economic growth and ensure
must have a few essential pieces.
long-term prosperity.
First, it should move toward taxing
Senate leaders would broaden
consumed income rather than total
the state sales tax to more than 100
income (saved income should be
services not taxed previously while
taxed later, when it is spent on conlowering the minimum statewide
sumption). The plan should bring
rate to 6.5
marginal tax
percent (from
rates down to
6.75 percent).
spur economic
The Senate
growth.
plan subjects
Lawmakvirtually every
ers don’t have to
consumer
abolish incomepurchase
tax collection in
to sales tax,
order to move
including food
toward a conand prescripsumption-based
tion drugs at
system. They
the full rate. It
can reduce the
lowers the perbias against savsonal income tax to a flat 4.5 percent ings and investment in other ways,
(from a top rate of 7.75 percent) and such as offering unlimited, tax-free
eliminates deductions such as the
savings accounts, creating a lower
one for mortgage interest and the
tax rate for dividends and capital
sales tax exemption for nonprofits.
gains (as the federal tax code does),
It phases down the corporate tax
or further reducing corporate and
rate to 6 percent (from 6.9 percent).
franchise taxes.
The Senate plan is a net tax cut of
Of course, tax reform is only
about $770 million over the first
one element of a long-term strategy
two years. But some families of low
for economic recovery in North
to moderate incomes, particularly
Carolina. Reductions in spending,
those with several children, would
better delivery of services such as
pay higher rather than lower taxes
education, and less burdensome
under this plan.
regulations must be part of the
House leaders would reduce
strategy, as well.
CJ
the sales tax rate to 6.65 percent
while also broadening the base —
Becki Gray is vice president for
but only to services sold by busioutreach at the John Locke Foundation.

Tax reform is only
one part of a
long-term strategy
for economic
recovery

EDITORIAL

Must Eugenics
Victims Keep Waiting?

A

t long last, it seemed, North
Carolina state government was
poised to address one of the
most shameful policies in North Carolina history: the eugenics program,
which sterilized thousands of North
Carolinians who were considered
by state officials to be unfit to have
children.
Pat McCrory campaigned in
favor of compensating living victims of the state’s forced sterilization
program during his successful 2012
run for governor. His budget proposal
included $10 million for that purpose.
House Speaker Thom Tillis,
R-Mecklenburg, has made compensation a priority since he rose to the top
spot in the House two years ago —
and during the 2011-12 session of the
General Assembly, the House passed
a measure with a bipartisan 86-31
margin offering modest compensation
of $50,000 to every living victim of the
sterilization program.
But opposition in the Senate
killed that proposal, and resistance
remains to this year’s version. The
Senate budget proposal introduced
in May does not include funding for
eugenics victims, and Senate leaders
consider the matter settled.
It shouldn’t be. By no means
would a $50,000 cash payment serve
as full restitution for the indignities
our state government imposed on the
several hundred victims still living.
It would be more meaningful than
the apology Gov. Mike Easley offered them nearly a decade ago, and
it would acknowledge, in a tangible
way, that for decades an official policy
of North Carolina was a moral outrage.
A task force created by former
Gov. Bev Perdue estimated that more
than 7,500 North Carolinians were

sterilized between 1929 and 1974
under a 1929 law “to Provide For the
Sterilization of the Mentally Defective and Feeble-Minded Inmates of
Charitable and Penal Institutions of
the State of North Carolina.” Though
most states with eugenics statutes
wound down their programs after World War II, North Carolina’s
sterilizations accelerated. And in the
program’s latter years, blacks were
sterilized at disproportionately higher
rates than whites.
North Carolina formed a Eugenics Board in 1933 that authorized
forced sterilizations “for the public
good.” Penal institutions and mental
hospitals asked the board to authorize
the sterilization of individuals; if the
individuals did not grant consent,
officials would seek to get it from relatives, spouses, or guardians. The final
eugenics-related sterilization was in
1974.
Some Senate Republicans argue
that it’s not their job to aid eugenics victims because the program
took place when Democrats dominated state government, and previous
Democrat-run legislatures refused to
take responsibility when they were
in charge. Others note that tight fiscal
times require discipline from policymakers, and they see compensation
for victims as a new program the state
cannot afford.
We don’t care why the legislature
failed to be accountable for this official
injustice. At press time, Tillis’ office
had suggested that the House budget
could include funding for compensation. We hope so, and as negotiations
proceed, we would urge the Senate
to set aside trivial concerns and begin to close this ugly chapter of our
state’s history.
CJ
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Numbers Don’t Lie

I

Taxing and spending hampers recovery

n the spirit of keeping things simple, the case for reforming North
Carolina’s medical-assistance
programs can be expressed in four
numbers: 12, 15, 17, and 48.
These are national rankings.
North Carolina ranks 12th in the nation in state mental health spending
per capita. North Carolina ranks 15th
in Medicaid payments per child or
working-aged adult enrolled in the
program. North Carolina ranks 17th in
state and local taxes as a percentage of
personal income. And North Carolina
ranks 48th in per-pupil spending on
K-12 education.
In other words, our medicalassistance spending is above the national average, our education spending is below the national average, and
our tax burden is close to the national
average.
The education establishment
and the Left allege that North Carolina fails to spend enough on schools.
They blame insufficient revenue,
and favor raising state taxes in order
to boost education budgets. But if
national benchmarks are a valid basis
for making fiscal policy, then the argument for raising taxes lacks justification. The data suggest North Carolina
should fund any increase in education
budgets by bringing its medical-assistance spending closer to the national
average.
Even the national average is a
generous standard. North Carolina

is more like South Carolina, Virginia,
Texas, or Florida than we are like New
York, Wisconsin, Oregon, or California. So instead of national rankings,
use regional ones. Here they are for
North Carolina among 11 Southern
states:
• First in mental-health spending (North Carolina’s spending is
123 percent higher than the regional
average).
• First in Medicaid spending per
enrolled child (23 percent higher than
average).
• Third in Medicaid spending
per enrolled adult (27 percent higher
than average).
• Second in state and local tax
burden (15 percent higher than average).
• Ninth in per-pupil spending
(12 percent lower than average).
If you accept the value of
benchmarking, then, the rationale
for Gov. Pat McCrory’s recently announced reform initiative for Medicaid becomes clear. Even those who
disagree with the governor’s proposal
should recognize that the status quo is
unacceptable.
One reason North Carolina’s
economy has been lackluster is that
we tax more and spend more on
public assistance than do most of our
neighbors, thus reducing both private
and public investment in our state.
McCrory and legislative leaders understand that. Do their critics?
CJ

Argue vs. Quarrel
N.C. policy debates show absence of argument

G

.K. Chesterton once wryly observed that “People generally
quarrel because they cannot
argue.”
To the extent North Carolina
politics looks increasingly quarrelsome at the moment, it is because
of a breakdown of argument — of
constructive debate among people of
good faith who happen to disagree
on public policy. Instead, traditional
and online media alike are filled with
venom, personal attacks, conspiracy
theories, and overall boorishness.
The Republicans now in power
in Raleigh campaigned on the basis of
specific policy promises. For the most
part, they have delivered on these
promised policies, or are in the midst
of doing so.
On the top issue facing North
Carolina, economic growth, it is difficult to argue that Republican policies
have failed when they are, at most,
two years old. Moreover, the state’s
economy is improving since the GOP
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captured the legislature in 2010.
In December 2008, North Carolina’s U-3 unemployment rate was
8.4 percent. Over the next two years,
the jobless rate skyrocketed and then
fell slightly, to 10.5 percent in December 2010. During the same two-year
period, the state’s economy shed a net
158,000 jobs.
Since the end of 2010, the state’s
economy has added some 157,000 net
new jobs. As of April, the U-3 jobless
rate has fallen to 8.9 percent — still
high but on a downward trajectory.
It would be unwise for legislative Republicans to claim credit for
this modest improvement. It would be
even more unwise for their critics to
try to construct an empirical argument
against the state GOP’s economic policies in light of these statistics.
That leaves them with fewer
rhetorical arrows in their quivers. So
they quarrel. At some point, perhaps,
they will be in a position to argue once
again.
CJ

T

Activists Need
‘Teachable Tuesdays’

— tax hikes, Medicaid expansions,
he North Carolina chapter
new social programs, etc. — as
of the NAACP is spearheadfruits from a poison tree?
ing a weekly series of proOf course not. The protests
tests at the state legislature called
aren’t about process. They are ideo“Moral Mondays” directed against
logical and partisan, period.
Republican-supported bills such
As to the Rev. Barber’s point
as tax reform and voter ID. Might I
about arresting the demonstrators:
respectfully suggest that the parI like him personally and respect
ticipants agree to a weekly series
his right to speak. But such sentiof instructional sessions about free
ments are inconsistent with civil
speech in a constitutional republic?
disobedience as originally
Let’s call them “Teachable
conceived.
Tuesdays.”
Gandhi urged his
The need for resupporters to protest
medial education on the
injustice “by breaking the
principles of self-governlaw and by peacefully
ment became apparent
submitting to arrest and
during the May 13 protest.
imprisonment.” Martin
One participant held up a
Luther King Jr. put it this
sign stating, “This is what
way: “An individual who
Democracy looks like!”
breaks a law that conAnd Rev. William Barber,
JOHN
science tells him is unjust,
head of the state NAACP
HOOD
and who willingly accepts
chapter, remarked that
the penalty of imprisonthe State Capitol Police
ment in order to arouse the con“should not be arresting us. You
science of the community over its
should thank us for having the
injustice, is in reality expressing the
courage to tell it like it is.”
highest respect for the law.”
Uh, no. While robust poTo use your body to obstruct
litical debate and colorful protests
the operation of government, and
are just fine, attempting to block
then to object when the police arrest
elected lawmakers from entering
and charge you for the crime, is to
their chambers to conduct legislaengage in uncivil disobedience. It is
tive business — which is how the
contemptuous, not persuasive.
Monday protests conclude before
Arrests are indispensable to
the police move in — is precisely
effective civil disobedience. First,
the opposite of democracy.
they generate media coverage. Over
Some participants argue that
the years, I’ve witnessed and somethe Republican-led legislature is iltimes participated in large demonlegitimate because of gerrymanderstrations at the General Assembly
ing, so blocking its operation isn’t
— involving crowds of 1,000 or
undemocratic. Sorry, that won’t
more — that got only a small fracwash. Most North Carolinians voted for GOP legislative candidates in tion of the attention the relatively
paltry “Moral Monday” turnouts
2012. The resulting majorities were
clearly exaggerated by the tilt of the have received. The difference is that
other protests didn’t involve crimilegislative districts, but Republican
nal trespass and arrest.
control was a democratic outcome.
Second, the general public
By contrast, there really were
may come to agree with protesters
periods during both the Hunt
about a particular controversy and
administration of the 1990s and the
express their newfound beliefs at
Easley administration of the 2000s
the ballot box. But the public will
when Democrats controlled legislanever accept the idea that a few active chambers despite the fact that
Republican candidates had received tivists have the right to shut down
the General Assembly without
more votes. Sometimes the culprit
taking legal responsibility for their
was gerrymandering. Sometimes it
actions.
was criminal activity (e.g., bribery
In their own interest, the proby former House Speaker Jim Black,
testers ought to take me up on my
now a convicted felon).
“Teachable Tuesday” offer, refreshDid those who populate
ments included.
today’s “Moral Mondays” conduct
CJ
similar demonstrations against
these past outrages? Did they seek
John Hood is president of the John
to block the policies that resulted
Locke Foundation.
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Poor Care
Equals Profits?

atients developing complications are good
for a hospital’s bottom line. That’s the
striking conclusion of an article published
in April in The Journal of the American Medical Association.
During 2010, 12 hospitals in a Southern
nonprofit hospital system discharged 34,256 patients after they had received common inpatient
surgical procedures. Of those, 1,820 developed
postsurgical complications. For patients covered
by private insurance or Medicare, the hospital system made more money on patients who
developed complications than those who did not.
For privately insured patients, the average profit
margin increased from $16,936 without complications to $55,953 with complications. For Medicare
patients, the average profit margin increased to
$3,629 from $1,880 when complications occurred.
Patients with either private insurance or Medicare made up at least 85 percent of those having
the surgical procedures studied in the JAMA
paper.
“We’ve known for a while that we’re
paying for quantity instead of quality, but the
magnitude of the numbers behind what that
meant have never been articulated,” said Dr. Atul
Gawande, one of the study’s authors, to Politico.
“What we found is, they’re eye-popping.”
Gawande doesn’t believe that hospitals intentionally cause complications, but is concerned
that perverse incentives under the current payment system may cause them to not place much
emphasis on reducing complications.
“The more effective their quality control
department is, the more they lose,” he said.

Peak farmland?
The world is approaching “peak farmland.”
Unlike other resource “peaks,” which theoretically signal an exhaustion of resources, the amount
of land used for farming may now be at its peak
globally, and over time, some portion of it no
longer may be needed to feed humans. That’s
the conclusion of a new paper by Jesse Ausubel,
Iddo Wernick, and Paul Waggoner in the journal
Population and Development Review.
Ausubel, Wernick, and Waggoner base their
argument on the fact that farm productivity has
grown more rapidly than human population for
decades. In 1960, India had a population of 450
million, with 161 million hectares under cultivation, and it imported grain. With increased
crop yields thanks to the Green Revolution, by
2010, India’s population had increased to over 1
billion, and while the average Indian consumes
more calories than in 1960, the amount of land
under cultivation grew by only 5 percent. Most
years, India is a net exporter of grain.
“Humanity now stands at Peak Farmland,
and the 21st century will see release of vast areas
of land, hundreds of millions of hectares, more
than twice the area of France for nature,” said
Ausubel, at a presentation at Rockefeller University.
Applying a statistical model, Ausubel and
his co-authors project that by 2060, global land
use for farming will fall to about the level last
seen in 1961 and it will fall more after that.
CJ

Behind China’s Economic Boom

W

hen I was growing up in the 1950s, China
was our political enemy. Indeed, my uncle
— who lived next to my family — had
fought the Chinese army in Korea.
Our political relationship with China changed
in 1972, when President Nixon surprised the world
with his visit to Beijing. However, many observers
of China say the real turning point in Sino-American relations was not the political thaw that began
in 1972, but the change in the Chinese leadership
later that decade that directly
led to the country’s economic
transformation.
The new Chinese leader,
Deng Xiaoping, was one of the
major forces behind taking an
impoverished economy and
turning it into the economic
superpower of today. What
did Deng and his supporters do? This is the subject of a
MICHAEL
fabulous new book, How China
WALDEN
Became Capitalist, coauthored by
102-year-old Nobel Prize winning economist Ronald Coase. Coase argues the
remaking of China’s economy essentially followed
three elements.
First was the introduction of economic incentives. A basic tenet of economics is that people
respond to incentives. Want people to work harder
and businesses to make more? Let them keep what
they earn in wages and profits. This simple idea
— which had been contrary to Mao’s philosophy —
was implemented first in farming and then in the
rest of the economy.
And guess what happened? Chinese productivity and output soared. Poverty was reduced, the
middle class expanded, and the country’s standard
of living jumped.
Second was releasing the grip the Chinese
government had on prices and letting them be set
by old-fashioned supply and demand. Under Mao,
government bureaucrats controlled the prices of
everything from corn to cornflakes. The problem
was these top-down regulated prices had no link
to the realities of a modern economy. If the price
was set too low, shortages resulted when buyers
tried to purchase more than companies produced.
Conversely, prices established too high gave the op-

posite signals — surpluses and waste as producers
made more than buyers could afford.
The solution was to “free” prices and let them
be determined by economic conditions. Now, prices
would result from interactions between buyers and
sellers. China found this system led to reductions in
waste, surpluses, and — perhaps ironically — prices
themselves.
The last shake-up in the Chinese economy
has been the hardest — taking on the powerful and
protected state-run companies. Such companies,
which dominated the Chinese economy under Mao,
were inefficient, antiquated, inattentive to consumer
desires, and costly. Today, although some still exist,
they have been pushed aside for the innovative,
cost-conscious, and fast-changing structure of numerous private companies.
This has brought prosperity to hundreds of
millions of Chinese households. But the remake
has created new issues, both internal to China and
internationally.
A big issue is environmental — specifically
pollution. China’s rapid industrialization and
almost insatiable need for energy have added to
the world’s concern about air quality and climate
change.
China’s rapid economic growth — particularly
in manufacturing — has redrawn trade patterns and
reallocated jobs in the world. Some workers and
companies — including in North Carolina and the
rest of the United States — have benefited, while
others have lost.
Last is the argument that while the Chinese
government may be pursuing a “hands-off” policy
for the domestic economy, they very much have
“hands-on” policies in international trade, providing an unfair advantage. Indeed, this has been a
contentious point for the United States, although the
evidence for the charge has been debated intensely
by economists.
So how did China rebuild its economy within
the span of one generation? Easy — by adopting
and applying the standard economic principles
of incentives, freely set prices, and competition —
ideas taught every day in “Econ 101” classes.
CJ
Michael Walden is a Reynolds Distinguished Professor at North Carolina State University.
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The Fragility of GOP Majorities

t is hardly surprising Republicans
in Raleigh have been busy over
the past few months. This is the
first time in over a century the party
has controlled the governor’s mansion and both bodies of the General
Assembly. They are taking advantage
of a palpable and widespread discontent with the way
Democrats ran
the state over the
past decade or so.
There is a sense
they should be
given a chance to
govern.
Many of the
most important
early efforts to
ANDY
move policy in
TAYLOR
a conservative
direction — on
fiscal and regulatory policy — have
not caught the headlines. Instead, the
media have had a field day with a
legislative agenda that facilitates the
portrayal of Republicans as extremist.
This isn’t necessarily a liberal conspiracy. It may be that reporters, perhaps
because it’s in their professional interests to stoke one, really like a fight.
Many of the highlighted proposals are controversial because they
antagonize core Democratic constituencies like the educational establishment and minorities — for example,
the cuts to the UNC system, reform

I
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to teacher tenure, elimination of the
Racial Justice Act, and the drivers’
license design to denote immigrant
status. Others alter process and have
incurred wrath because they are
believed to advantage Republicans
unfairly in policymaking and elections — these include voter ID, Wake
County school board elections, judicial selection, and the reconstitution of
commissions like the Board of Elections. Legislation in a final category is
just plain kooky and the product of a
few obstreperous rank-and-file lawmakers — I’m thinking here, particularly, of the “state religion” bill.
Regardless of its legitimacy,
there is a nascent and broadening impression that Republicans in Raleigh
may be overreaching; they are going
too far too fast. As a result, they could
face electoral consequences in what is,
after all, a purplish state. Public Policy
Polling, a partisan Democratic but
reputable survey research firm, has recently reported 32 percent of residents
are pleased with the way Republicans
are running the state and only 20
percent approve of the performance
of the GOP majorities in the General
Assembly.
Republicans who fret about a
negative reaction to their governance
should be assuaged by several things.
The state Democratic Party is in a
shambles, and the 2014 election is a
midterm; down-ballot candidates of

the president’s party tend to fare poorly on such occasions. North Carolina
Democrats lost 16 state House and 11
state Senate seats in the first Obama
midterm in 2010, their Republican
counterparts five in the House and
two in the Senate under George W.
Bush in 2006.
We should not overestimate the
role redistricting has played in building the GOP majority in the General
Assembly. After all, Republicans came
to power in 2010 under a Democratic
plan. But redistricting nevertheless
provides additional comfort. Republican votes are being used efficiently,
while Democratic voters are concentrated in a relatively small number of
districts. GOP candidates will, over
the decade the maps are in place, tend
to win frequently but narrowly and
lose sporadically but by a lot.
This strategy is not without its
dangers, however. A fairly large number of Republican members are in the
firing line if the opposition is lifted in
a “tide” election. Although majorities
in both the House and Senate are large
by recent historical standards, a swing
of 7 percent to the Democrats from the
2012 vote would deliver both bodies
to them. That is a very tall order and
frankly not in the cards in 2014. But
a swing that looks as though it might
be half that amount would put quite
a few Republican seats, particularly
suburban ones, in play. This includes

a number in Wake County. Their occupants cannot afford a highly unpopular state GOP.
Republicans in these more
marginal seats face the added complication of pressure from within. The
experiences of suburban and socially
moderate Republicans over the next
year or so will tell us a lot about the
future of Republican government
in the state. If several of them are
defeated in 2014, GOP leaders would
be wise to take stock, not least because
these legislators represent districts
that are the state’s future.
Scholars have demonstrated
repeatedly that American public opinion is thermostatic. The median tends
to think Democratic governance is too
liberal, Republican rule too conservative. In many ways this is a conservative state, but Tar Heels care deeply
about intelligent leadership and are
innately suspicious of radical change.
Republicans should understand this
and move ahead cautiously and
strategically, meticulously building
public support for ideas that might
have significant opposition. This GOP
majority is built to last, but it is not
CJ
invincible.
Andy Taylor is a professor of
political science at the School of Public
and International Affairs at N.C. State
University.

At the Heart of the Tax Debate

f you can get beyond the horribly
dated technology and the occasional lapse into hippie-inspired
silliness, the classic late-1960s libertarian-themed television show “The Prisoner” still raises significant questions
worth answering.
The search for answers can lead to a
better understanding of the relationship between the
individual and the
government that
conspires to limit
his freedom.
One example
that leaps immediMITCH
ately to mind is an
KOKAI
episode titled “The
General.” Late
in the program, Patrick McGoohan
— the Prisoner — learns that an evil
mastermind has been testing a form of
television-induced mass hypnosis as a
tool for brainwashing entire societies.
McGoohan eventually discovers that
the mastermind is actually a wallsized mainframe computer with lots
of blinking buttons and spinning tape
reels.
But while the technological

flourishes seem ancient in this Internet
age, McGoohan’s approach toward
the task of defeating the computerized
General still seems relevant. Told that
the computer can answer any question, McGoohan proves otherwise. He
asks it a question “insoluble by man
or machine.”
The question: Why? Faced with
that one-word query, the machine
breaks down, killing its creator in the
process.
Any parent of young children
knows the difficulty of addressing
questions that start with “why.” Why
is the sky blue? Why do I have to eat
these vegetables? Why should I stop
poking my sister? At some point, a
constant barrage of why-themed questions might lead to the discussionending retort: “Because I said so!”
That response might be appropriate for dealing with an overly
inquisitive child, but it doesn’t answer
the question. It’s a dodge — one that
pundits and policymakers ought to
avoid when the questions involve
matters of public interest that affect
our liberty and wallets.
One question in particular comes
to mind when discussion turns to
topics such as top marginal tax rates,

the Buffett Rule, and the Laffer Curve.
Before setting out to debate good versus bad taxes, the most economically
efficient or fairest tax, or the taxes that
are most likely to maximize government revenue or personal freedom, it
might be a good idea to step back and
ask: Why do we tax?
If your answer differs drastically
from that of a debate opponent, it’s
much less likely that you will reach an
easy agreement on the best tax policy
to follow.
Most people accept the need
for taxation. A government needs to
collect enough revenue to carry out its
proper functions. If it’s not possible
for that government to rely solely on
some sort of user fee, then taxes must
fill the gap.
Approach the tax debate with
that mind-set, and you’re likely to
favor a system of broad-based taxes
that affect people who benefit from
the taxes on as equal a basis as possible. Those who favor broad-based
taxes are much more likely to tout
flat-rate taxes with as few exemptions,
giveaways, and targeted breaks as
possible. These taxes raise the money
government needs to do its job, while
distorting people’s free choices as little

as possible.
Those who reject taxes based on
flat rates and broad bases are more
likely to offer a different answer to the
question of why we tax. Perhaps they
view taxation as a tool for “leveling
the playing field,” “spreading the
wealth,” or punishing “the rich.” The
amount of money raised is a secondary consideration.
Instead, this group believes progressively higher taxes for those with
higher incomes are desirable because
of considerations of fairness or social
justice. The tax code ought to favor
the little guy over the big corporation
or the “millionaires and billionaires.”
The practical implication for a welldesigned tax system is that those with
more ought to pay more.
Is it impossible for a fan of limited government to reach an agreement
on taxation with a spread-the-wealth
advocate? Perhaps not, but both sides
should be forced to confront their
basic assumptions about the role of
taxation. It makes sense to ask that
most essential question: Why?
CJ

Mitch Kokai is an associate editor of
Carolina Journal.
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NAACP’s ‘Moral Monday’ Too ‘Churchy,’ Says ACLU (a CJ Parody)
By Edward Flanders
Religion Correspondent

T

RALEIGH

he ACLU of North Carolina has
expressed concerns over the use
of Christian prayers, hymns, and
scripture readings during the weekly
“Moral Monday” protests taking place
inside the Legislative Building in Raleigh, Carolina Journal has learned.
“We all know that religion, particularly the Christian religion, has no
place in public life, and it pains us to
participate in protests that violate the
constitutional separation of church
and state by being to churchy,” an ACLU-NC board member who wishes to
remain anonymous told CJ.
The organization’s board is contemplating litigation against the North
Carolina chapter of the NAACP, which
is leading the protests, unless all references to sectarian faith are ended at future protests.
The protests began April 29 in
response to the legislative agenda of
the Republican-led General Assembly,
as demonstrators called attention to
measures that would require voters to
present photo identification at polling
places, reform the state’s tax code, reject the expansion of Medicaid coverage in the federal Affordable Care Act,
and other proposals that majorities of
North Carolinians favor.
Protesters typically fill the hallways and lobbies of the Legislative
Building and are led in prayer and
song by the state NAACP president,

tive] Building. That’s getting mighty
close to religious establishment.”
The board member told CJ that a
committee comprising roughly three
dozen Moral Mondays stakeholders’
groups was put together to calm the
growing rift between factions. The
committee has rejected two proposed
compromises.
Under the first, each “faith and
nonfaith” group would have three
minutes to lead the demonstrators in a
relevant reading or song. That idea led
to additional conflict, as the committee
could not agree on scheduling.
“Our representative thought the
groups should be arranged alphabetically,” the board member said. “Rev.
Barber would have none of that. He
said by the time the NAACP’s slot
came around, the police would have
Some of the religious trappings of the NAACP “Moral Monday” protests at the General made all of their arrests and the paddy
Assembly, led each week by the group’s president, the Rev. William Barber (above), wagon would be full.”
The second alternative would alhave caught the attention of the ACLU of North Carolina. (CJ spoof photo)
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